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Editorial by
Jonathan Treadwell
pring has sprung, Summer is here and so is this
- the 33rd issue of AftSpace. By my taking on a
new publishing programme, and some consequential
technological problems, this issue has been a little
delayed. Hopefully the wait was worth it!
This issue of ArtSpace signals a new beginning
with what I trust readers will agree are stylish design
qualities. Our new Chairman outlines his vision for
the future of the LSA in the Chair's report, and the
new Gallery Manager of G150, in the Old Library
sets out the plans for this promising exhibition space
where members can show their work.
The journal now contains feature articles,
exhibition reviews and book reviews. Perhaps
readers will be roused to write or email me with
thoughts so that we can at long last introduce an
additional section of readers' feedback - if anyone
out there dares?
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Tlte aiews expressed b! tl'te indiaidual
autltors Jeatured h this jottnal are tlrcir
own and do not neccesarily represent tlte
oiews of ArtSpace or tlte Leantingtott
Studio Artists
Uriless otLrenaise stated tlrc copln'ight

of

artd intages contained in this
journal are the property of the rrctned
authors attd artists
tl'te articles
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ear fellow members of LSA.
Well, as you can see, we have a new
layout for ArtSpace. Love it or hate it we have
changed, hopefully for the better, and with it
brought change in our organization.
I would like to introduce myself, Gerry
Smith, your new Chair of the LSA, elected
at the February AGM, previous to which,
deputy Chair for the last two years. I am an
aftist with a BA Hons in Fine Art and PGCE in
Art & Photography, recently teaching water
colour painting at a Chateau in the Dordogne,
France. For the last four years I have been
Chairman of the FSB (Federation of Small
Businesses) Warwick & Leamington, relaunching a dormant branch and increasing
its local paid membership from 22O to over
650 members, and still climbing during this
recession.
At this point I would like to thank our
retiring Chair, Gordon Fyfe, and Secretary,
Katharine Barke[ for the enormous
contribution they have made to the LSA. They
worked tirelessly and did so with good grace,
humour and understanding. I am pleased
to say that they have not totally retired,
for not only is Gordon going to deliver the
Summer Show 2010 with Katharine but he
will continue to advise on the editorial board
of ArtSpace. As a first rate academic with an
extensive knowledge of the sociology of art
his contributions will be invaluable.
As with the new layout in AftSpace, we
have a new layout for the management of
the LSA. This is moving the organization
fonryard with a new energy that this structure
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has created. I will not bore you with the
details but suffice to say there are a lot of
exciting new developments on the way,
which will have a positive impact on the
members, whether you are an artist or a lover
of the Arts. I am still looking for a few more
individuals to complete the team, so don't be
shy, contact me if you would like to contribute
(gms@gallery1 50.co.uk). Remember it took
the support of over 40 volunteers to complete
our outstanding Gallery150. No contribution
was too small but look what we achieved
when we grouped together for the benefit of
us all and the local community.
To enable you to be informed of all these
new benefits and events we will be using
email extensively. On checking the stats of
emails we have already sent to you, only a
third of members are looking at them and this
could be due to spam filters removing them
from your inbox. lf this is the case please
add any emails from @lsa-adists.co.uk and @
gallery150.co.uk to your white list. By using
email we will save on the 81200+ spent on
postage and in the same vain I would like
to encourage members not already doing
so to pay subscriptions by Paypal (www.
lsa-artists.co. u k /m em bers. htm l). Th is saves
us a lot of admin time and enables us to use
that time more creatively in promoting our
artist members, like Connor Phipps a very
young and talented artist who is officially our
youngest member at age eleven. You would
not believe that such a young individual could
produce such high quality work.
Galleryl50 has become an unmitigated

success, because of the sheer dedication
of our Manager, Dominica Vaughan, and the
coverage we are now getting in the media,
e.g. in the local press, radio and TV plus a
national newspaper for one exhibition alone!
The calendar is filling fast for 2011, so if
you would like to have an exhibition you will
need to move fast. Visit www.gallery150.co.uk
to see the listings.
Another great new development at
Galleryl50 is BlogTV, which is bringing in
visitors from as far a field as Berkshire to see
the exhibitions. Our new Artist-in-Residence
at the Gallery is Chris Oxenbury aka'OKSE',
who is running our BlogTV on Private View
evenings. Now anyone on the planet can
see the exhibition live via the internet and
padicipate in our'Artists' Question Time'. He
is also developing our Twitter and Facebook
social networking offerings - so watch this
space. lf you are into twittering you can
follow us at twitter.com/LSAuk.
The next major LSA development I am
working on is the provision of studio space
and I will be depending on volunteers to
make it happen as before-please contact me
as soon as possible if you are willing to help.
We are moving the LSA office from North
Hall to The Old Library in June. This will
give us a much larger office and space for
members to drop in to meet each othe6 not
forgetting the very reasonable Veggie Cafe
which has now opened on site.
We will once again be having a stand at
the Peace Festival and would like volunteers
to man it in shifts over the weekend. lt's a
great time and you meet a lot of interesting
people. Please email Dominica Vaughan if
you would like to help and have some fun
(Manager@gallery1 50.co. u k).
The Summer Show this year will be held
at the School of Arts, Warwickshire College,
Waruvick New Road, Leamington Spa (Room
8620). The Private View will be on 13th July at
7 pm and the show will run until July 23rd,
10 am - 5 pm (Mon - Fri) until 4 pm Saturday
(closed Sundays). All members of LSA, space

permitting, are guaranteed one exhibit. Up to
three works per member may be submitted at
t5 per submission with no commission fees
on sales.
I would like to conclude by saying that in
the last six months the LSA has made great
strides fonryard but only by the commitment
of the committee, members and volunteers
who put themselves out to make things
happen. I have the vision but you all have to
help to make it a reality. The next six months
is going to be a very exciting period for all
those who are willing to participate and we
have room for you all !
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PS: One way all nternbers can help support the LSA
indirectly is through our Corporate Mernbership
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scheme. Seaeral co?txpanies haae already becorne

Corporate Mernbers and giaen large sums to support
us which helped delizLer Gallery 150. But we need

Artist Studio Development,
you
so
can all help. If you know the ozlner of a
conxpany, big or small, give tltem a copy of the LSA
- Corporate Sponsorship PDF brochure which can
more to support the

be downloaded

www.

ls

from:

a-artists.

co. uk/spons

orship-for nt. hnn

You might be aery surprised by the positiae response.

GS, Chair
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ello to all LSA members!
I thought you would all like to
have a progress report on Gl50 since
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Gallery '1 50
developments:
update by
Dominica
Vaughan
G150 exhibition dates
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FAT The Mortality of the Eater and the Eaten
John Yeadon 10 May - 4 June

Josephine Howard 7 - 1B June
Clive Richards & Gerry Smith 21 June

5

France Brodeur
.i

19

16 July

(\

John Hunt

t\)

Children's 2D Animation Exhibition

s

Bill Zygmant 14

-i

2

-

30 July

13 August

-

30 August

Florian Louineau & Fred Marceron
31 August - 1O September
Diana Archer 13

-

24 September

Young & Up and Coming Arlists

2TSeptember-BOctober
Tom Cross & "OKSE"

11

22 October

Joy Hayward & Sonia Bond

25October-5November
Rov Meats B November

-

19 November

Andrew Christopher
22 November 3 December
LSA Christmas Show 6

-

17 December

2 July

I was appointed Gallery Manager.
Since the opening of Gl50, we
have had a number of exhibitions,
including: Renewal (LSA Volunteers)
Libby January & George Taylor,
John Devane and mine, From Paris
to Leamington and Back Again. A
big 'Thank You' to everyone that
turned out to make my private view
evenlng a success.
Forthcoming exhibitions are listed
(page left). There are still some

opportunities for 201I to complete
the diary for that year.
I would like to warmly welcome
Chris 'OI(SE' on board, who is now
established at Gl50 as the current
Artist-in-Residence. Chris has his
own TV Blog and paints portraits
whilst connected to his station which
is broadcast all over the world. He
transmitted my private view to all
his followers which resulted in a live
question and answer session directlv
to Gl50. If you are still in the digital
dark come along and see Chris
working and all will be revealed - he
is also a very nice guy!
LSA will be having a stall again at
this year's Peace Festival. Members
will be invited to produce a piece
on the theme of 'Peace'. All work
must be unframed to be displayed in
a browser. You will receive further
information shortly. I will be looking
for volunteers to help man the stall
during this two day event. You will
have to be prepared to be dressed all
in white! In addition, I will need two
volunteers (i8+) to cycle around the
town on two white bicycles handing
out flyers to the public to bring them
along to the LSA stall.
Once the corridors at the Old
Library have been fitted with calpet,
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to the LSA stall.
Once the corridors at the Old
Library have been htted with calpet,
the dust settled and the paintwork
dried, George Taylor will be the first
LSA member to exhibit some of his
work for sale. This is yet anotler
opportunity to exhibit the work of
LSA members.
Andrew Christopher will be
scouring all the local degree shows
this year to find young artists for
the 'Up and Coming Young Artists'

exhibition.
This leads on to finding talent from
sixth form art students at our local
schools. Work will be selected and
exhibited in our corridors to coincide
u'ith exhibitions by more experienced
artists exhibiting at the G150.

I plan to have catalogues of
exhibitions available for sale at Gl50
in the near future, using websites like
Blurb.com or Vistaprint.com. They
are both very simple to use and the
prices are \;ery reasonable. Having a
catalogue to take home after seeing
an exhibition is a pleasure and they
get taken home for friends to pick up
and see examples of work they might
iike but didn't have the opportunity
to see. You will shortly be able to
bu1' limited edition prints of work
exhibited.

If an1' ofyou

have any ideas to

put foru-ard to add to the continued
success of

GI50, then please send me

vour proposals.
r a ct D o n t ini c a Vattgh an
a gefa gallery I 5 0. co. uk) with yo
ideas, or to book yeyy exhibitiort.
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Local Art Scene:
Dave Phillips' round-up
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not London been flexing its
artistic muscle in the last few
months with exhibitions ofi Van
Gogh's late paintings complete
with his letters, representing some
of the great confessional literature
of all time, at the Royal Academy,
as was also to be seen, Paul Sandby,
the 'father' of English watercolour
painting; Van Doesburg and Arshile
as

Gorky at Tate Modern; Henry Moore
and Chris Ofili at Tate Britain and
so on? What then was happening
in Warwickshire and the Midlands?
The short answer is masses: with
Sue Lewis-Blake's first Friday of the
month, restarting at The Mill, Little
Shrewley, where there is an open

invitation to see the work of Enright,
Woof, Hickling, Mcbrien, Gaskell,
Hands, the Ashby's and LewisBlake herself - a mixed bunch with
much to offer, followed by another
set of equally valid artists; Gilling
Irving and Cathy Webster bagged
the first show at the reopening of the
\Warwick Museum, which now boasts
larger windows, extra space and new
screens but as an exhibiting space
is somewhat disappointing! Irving's
rvork shows a gentle disposition with
the arrangement of parts of insects
and flora based on observation.
These are lovely whimsical botanical
etchings and drawings which have
great appeal. Webster's well known

u'ork in the still-life tradition, follows
on from Fantin-Latour, Chardin and
Morandi. There is no distraction
of the eye from the main motif, no
unnecessary decoration, a charm, an
honesty, something to be cherished.
Both artists are linked by disciplined
observation and yet so different.
Much more could be said about
these and other artists currently on
show but we need a greater variety
of reviewers than we have at the

I should like to appeal to
those out there in the universe to
focus on some of the exhibitions seen
and write a critique. Indeed there
are innumerable exhibitions within
the remit of the local scene, such
as Bridget Riley at the Gasworks
gallery, Birmingham and, of course,
moment.

the Birmingham 'Open'where well
over a hundred artists were chosen
from the 501 who submitted
work, many of whom were LSA
members and this too was applicable
to the Coventry'Open', and in
addition an exhibition curated by
David Troughton of the polymath
Sir Antony Sher, following on

from shows at the National and
Crucible Theatres where his life

fully explored visually, and in
conversation with David; and an
exhibition of 'Life Studies' at the
Machedo Gallery, Barford, where
you will see Neil Moore as you have
never seen him before. This show is
exhilarating with a demonstration
of the 'old values' of observation
and drawing. At the White Room,
Regent Street, Leamington you have
Pete McKee 'whose art lays bare the
human side of Northern workingclass, life', sadly coincidental with
Alan Silltoe's death. The Leamington
Spa Art Gallery & Museum is now
hosting digital Hindu art. The Rugby
Art gallery has a vigorous tradition of
exhibiting and supports local artists
with conviction. Then there is the
Ikon in Birmingham, the Barber
Institute and the Civic Art gallery
itself. So one can rightly claim that
our area is extraordinarily lively
and art is available for viewing and
purchase. One mustn't overlook
LSA's own Gallery 150, which has
had some outstanding shows already
with John Devane and Dominica
Vaughan, and reviews of other artists'
was

exhibitions included in this issue.
So this romp through the art of our
region points to t}te need for reviewers
to offer critiques, otherwise many of
the shows will become part of 'dark

matter', and that is a frightening
thought for artists, who strive so hard
to be heard and seen. Not that LSA
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aftists, necessarily confine themselves

to interior spaces in the form of
a gallery.

Vith

the coming of the
razzmatazz of $iZAV flITarwickshire
Arts $7eek) with 20,000 free copies of
the brochure listing all artists, glutting
the populace, from the 3rd to 18th
July, 200 artists will be throwing open
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Alongside this frenzy of creativity
and exposure, Ann Loscombe and
Wendy Campbell-Briggs, with a range
of supporting agencies are going to
establish on an existing meadow,
adjacent to Warwick University,

s

'a bee community'. Follow the

blog on www.warwick.ac.uk/gol
tocilbeehabitat and LIVE. One group
of true blue professionals, growing in
number and ambition, seeking space
ended up in an Art Barn, at enormous
expense, in the middle of nowhere
put on an excellent show in Preston
Bagot. I mean SAF (Solihull Artists
Forum) where the local council do
not seem to appreciate the quality of
dedicated artists in their midst and do
not sustain them with a gallery space,
which they so richly deserve.
The individual artist too has an
opportuniry for a small and intimate
exhibition at Gaia's basement gallery,
where at the moment you can see
Jean-Pierre I(unzler's show, with his
unusual and arresting imagery. So
there is so much to be seen and to
be commented on and we welcome
critiques of exhibitions by anyone

who dares to write one.

Curating the RA Summer Show:
Fiona Metcalf interviews Paul Huxley
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ounded in 1768 the Royal
Academy has prided itself over
the past 300 hundred years or so as
an independent organisation whose
purpose is to promote an appreciation
ofthe visual arts through education,
dialogue and exhibitions. This aim
has remained unchanged over its
long history and as an nstitution it is
unrivalled anylvhere else in the world.
Unknown to many, the Royal
Academy not only houses galleries
but has educational facilities called
the 'Schools'. This enables students
to develop their skills in a postgraduate setting; the selection is
intensive but the tuition is free.
I was lucky enough to interview
one Academician, Paul Huxley, who
at the precocious age of l7 gained
a place at the RA to study painting.
Huxley went on to become Professor
of Painting at the prestigious Royal
College of Art from 1986-98. Paul
continues to paint in his studio
in West London and has been an
active member of the Academy for
the past 25 yearc. He explained that
Academicians are part of a rota and
every seven years or so form the

selection and hanging committee for

the Summer Show. Paul has enjoyed
bringing his expertise to this on

tteek. Tilo separate vn aller comntittees
tiew sailpttu"e at td arcltitect ural

four separate occasions and was last
involved in 2005-7; being responsible
for the main gallery of paintings,
notably the 50 canvases making up a
large Hockney exhibit.
The RA Summer Show has

subnrissiotts and britry their indiaidtral
expertise to this. Decisions are made b3t

been staged every year since 1769
and has in recent years attracted
approximately I 0,000 entries. Some
well-known artists such as Turner
and Rossetti utilised the summer
show to launch themselves and gain
a wider public recognition. Even the
Blitz did not disrupt this event.

uith tlrc tttajoritl, srrpporting
individual ettltusiasnts. The selectors
co,rsensus

are also the hattgers so when the1, giae
tlte tlttrtrtbs up Io a pairttirtg or a prittt
they qv, thinkirry about how it migltt be
ltuttg cottsiderittg th.e ouerall look of the
galleries tltej, qvs responsible for.

FM: Tell me a bit more about how
the selection works?

PIJz Tltere

are two stages.

Entants

When interviewing Huxley I was
keen to seek his views on tlte show,

uork is rnarked on tlrc back either with a
Cross nteaning it's rejected or with a D.

the challenges facing the selection and
hanging committee, and what advice

FM: What

does the

D stand for?

he would give to anists.

PH (laughing): Oh I
Fiona Metcalfe (FM): Selecting
work for hanging must be a daunting
task with so many entrants?
Paul Huxley (PH):

Yes

it

is, there is a

conttrtilrce of I3 Acadettticians,
the President presides as chair and abor.tt
nine oJ us sit in a line and aiew the
paintings and prints. It tahes tts a whole

am afraid

it

for Doubtful, because eaen thougll
the artist ma1 h411s got throttgh the first
stands

selectiott hurdle, only a lintited nuntber
of those will actually eaer get hung. It's a
tough bttsiness and space is lintited

FM: How much is space

PH: /r is an issue but if zue feel
eltryt is wortlx hatryitxg

zue

a lot of space. Non-acadenticiarts protlide
about two thirds of the total works
exhibited, but at a guess I'd saSt rhey yaftB
up on$t 50ol of the space.

an issue?
an

will hang it

FM: In recent years the Summer

FM:

So the potential exhibitor should
not be put off if they have large scale

Show has had a theme influencing it.

V/hat is it this year?

work?

PHz Only otte word - RAW The
Academy is lookhry for what lies benettth
the surface of a work oJ art where ma!fis

not

FM: \What

are you looking for when
vou select a work?

the workings of a painting are exposed itt
sonte waj to gizte a greater insight.

PHz Quality. Oh dear,you're going to
ask rne what I ntean by this! Well, witlt

FM: \(/hat was the theme when you

and hanging?

),ou haae to look at any illiisidual work
in the context of the gettre itt which it is
painted, and we judge it on that basis.
We are looking for sotilething fresh, a
dcparture fr"otn the conaentiort, a pcrsotnl
interpretatiott and originali4t, as well
cts techrtical skill. It\ ltard to put r:tour
finger on a de.finitiott o.[ quality but it's a
t)ratter of haoittg a gut itxstittct;you know
it uhen 1ou see it.

FM: The Show often

seems

The Academj, retains some of its
traditiotts antd conaentions that
were established in the 18rh cetnuD, and
best

continue to this day. Mid-ntorning we
are serxed beef tea laced with sherryt and
ship\ biscuits.We ha'oe a substarttial
lurtch and then aftertnon tea and cake;
tltere is nntch hLunorous artd artistic
debate during the selectiort.

FM: How long does the actual
hanging take?

last sat on the Committee?

such a wide range of works to consider

I

PH:

1t was a good one - LIGHT,
enjo3ted this tlterne, it etrcouraged nte to

thit*

about ,nt own work (argc

scale

abstract paittting) itt a diflerent wa),. I
created two ligltt works t$ilisittg sonte
nezo technolog3t.lVe deaoted a whole rooru
to light installatitnts and atnther roont to
photography; it brought a Jresh approach
to the show.

FM: \Who will be judging and

PH (chuckling):

Two weeks.

It's att

intensiae business. Som etint es hangers
get in earb) and pinch zuorkfrom other
rooms to ltang in their room. It can be
conxpetitiae but also Deryt collaboratiae; if
tltere is a work that just has to be hwtg,
artd maybe there's no room for it itt jtour
own gallery, and it would anywa)' look
better in anothcr gallery,, other Acadenticians will cooperate attd support you.

hanging the q'ork this year?

FM: So not all the work that
shortlisted will get hung?

PHz

PH:

dominated by the work of
Academicians. What
proportion of space is given to

John Hoylattd,Allen Jones, Fiotn

outsiders?

Rae, David Rentfr"qt, Olwj,1l Bowej,,

is

Hotwary

The painters, Steplten Farthing,

Eileen Cooper and Stepltett Cltarnbers;
the sctrlptors, Ann Christopher and
JohnWragg; the architects, Daaid
Chippedield, Nonttan Foster, Michael
Hopkins artd, oJ course, the Presidettt

Nick Grittshazo.

.lcadeniciatts, artists not residertt irt
the UI{ and they avs also utcouraged to
c-thibit zuork, but they tend not to take up

L/o, afraid not.We haae to consider
the look o.f the whole room and the

coherence o;f the show. The public lo.ue
tlte small and largelVeston rootrts wltere
small works are hung.frotn floor to ceiling.
It's oftert criticizcd as o.oercrozoded but it
erutbles us to hatry a lot of work.Visitors
can pick up a prilt from nnybe as little
f,100.The technicians that help moae
tlte work arourtd are brilliant; we haae
deaeloped moaittg racks that uill allow
us to store the bulk of tlte works in the
ntiddle of the galleries allowirtg roonl to

It4t out pictttres horizontalljl on the floor

to tryt and achieae a good display bef6vB
tltey av't lrrolrtt nailed to the walls! lVe
tryt an4 achieae a balance artd aariety
witlt some roonts crowded uith work and

re

il l6

others

il

le

I'icir

o.[ the

I' t t I t r r c

c

SnallV/esrern Rootn, Sutttnter l)tltibition 2008.
sy Ro-r. al A c adan 5, qf A rt s, L o r ttlo l(',
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nxore open, spacious displays.

committee a couple of year's ago you
were lucky enough to be responsible
for dre large gallery of paintings and
hung the famous Hockney Landscape
work of 50 canvases. Was that a real
challenge?
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FM: When you were on the
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PHz Eaery Acadenticiatt is allowed to
cxhibit up to 6 works, not all zoil.l
c:hibit that nnny. I haoe only dorrc that
otrce.There are also

during the arduous weeks of selecting

PH:

regardless of size.

PH: No, dertriteb,

FM: How do you sustain yourself

I
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PHz

You rpould think it might be
but Daztid approached the RA sonte
tixot'tths before the Show explaining that
he wished to paint a aery large work
especially for the Summer Show and
would the Acadenty be amenable to
hangittg it.We were delighted to haae
such a prestigious painting to display and
so we worked with hirn and as he knew
the dimensiorts of the wall in adaance this
determined the oaerall size of canztases he
used.

FM: Vith such large

scale piece did

you feel it would dominate the room
and over-shadow the other work?
t\
*l
i+
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PH: No, it complimented

thent.

Of

course it was very big but it was not
an aggressiae painting and the colours
worked well.

-l

FM: How would you best describe
the Summer Show and what it
contributes to art in the 2lst century?
s.
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PH: 1 think it is a pret4t true reflectiort
of the full range of the best art that is
being nnde at the monxent. It is non-

institution that fought against the tide of
modernistn,
For exantple notable earljt and mid
20th century artists such as Paul Nash,
Ben Nicolson, Barbara Hepworth,

Francis Bacon and Henry Moore
were neitlzer encouraged to show at
the Acadenry nor elected to becone

Acadenticians. In nty aiew this was a
tragedjt. It alienated the best artists in the
land and did a grazte disservice to the
aiewing public. I feel the Academy had to
work hard for alntost fiftj, ,nore ),ears to
oaercorne that bitter past.
In recent years tlxere has been a real
change

in

the

Acadenry and at the same

thne attitudes anxongst creatiae artists
hazte changed. There is no longer that
radical polaritg between nodenists and
traditionalists. The Stmtnter Show has
embraced new artfornxs and has elected
lou?tger artist slrch as Traca Emin, Garjt
Hume and Contilia Parher to beconte
Academicians. The RA recognises the
work of new artists but at the same titne
still needs to appeal to a broad audicnce
man3t of pJxstn represent'ntiddle
England'. It's a ticky balance but I

tltink

we are sttcceedittg.

partisan and it is the wide aarietjt
that mahes it dfficuh to hang but a
fascinating show to see. It's the show
that critics loae to hate and is often bad\t
reviewed by art uitics because I feel theg
often are too lazy to conxe and properly
reaiew and understand the show.

FM: \(rhat contribution do you
believe Summer Show makes to the
art agenda in the 2lst century?

PIJz In recent J,ears the RA Sununer
Exhibition has been taken far more

seriottsljl It has taken 3,ears to redress
old problems that plagued the institution
irt the first half of the 20th century. In
those days

it was a aerj

FM: Finally what advice would you
give to the would-be artist thinking

of

submitting work this year?
PHz Submit your

best worh, sontething
that 1ou haz;e done recentl!, sotixething
fresh and original.You can subnit up
to two pieces,it's best to do so; I think it
helps if they are similar enough n show
they are by the same artist but dffirent
enottgh to show the ronge oJ worh you do.

FM: Thank you Paul Huxley for your
time. It has been most interesting to
hear your views.

re.qg1i6nqvj,

The cotnnittee jttdgittg zuorks submitted to the Sununcr Exhibitiott ol 2005

Robert lndiana:
Dave Phillips recalls his
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long friendship with the
international ly renowned artist
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t's not often that the front cover of
ArtSpace can boast an iconic image,
such as LOVE by a great international

USA). This is a wonderful building,

artist with the credentials of Roben

so since the 1970s.

Indiana. In the past we have been
privileged and able to reproduce
the work of distinguished artists
such as James Butler RA, and Philip
Sutton RA. However, in the case of
Robert Indiana the circumstances are
different and, to my mind, support
the notion 'once a friend always
a friend'. Not long ago I wrote to
Robert (Bob to me), after several

The exhibition was comprehensive.
It was essentially a collection of his
art, which he has managed to retain,
to include little seen, but fascinating
early work of the forties, with other
work from the New York 'Pop' art
days, through several decades, until
now. I don't propose to attempt to
describe the contents except to say
that they represent an extraordinarily

decades of silence, to ask if ArtSpace
could use one of his iconic images as

its front cover. "Dear Bob, I thought
I would write to you and ask you a
tavour after fifty years! You may not
even remember me, but I do you. It
s'as London in the fifties, before the
srvinging sixties. After London, you
\\'ent to Edinburgh and you wrote
to me. . . . The favour I ask of you is
permission to reproduce one of your
n'orks on the front cover of ArtSpace
(see the latest enclosed issue). If
\\'e were able to reproduce LOVE
or some iconic image, it would be
rvonderful." The image as all of you
s'ill know has been used extensively,
in a range of sizes, a range of media
and many painted finishes with his
thvourite colour combinations. It has
been seen in sculptural form in manl'
languages such as AMOR and PREM,
the Hindi word for love.
By return, I received permission
ro do so, with four high resolution

photographs of his work included,
and a recent catalogue (inscribed
"tbr David, my transatlantic
travelling companion and my host in
London"). The catalogue in question
is from his 2009 exhibition at the
'Star of Hope', the Odd Fellows
Itrdge, located in the main street in
Yinalhaven (an island offMaine,

A
\

which Indiana renovated and where
he now lives and works, and has done

el

complex development, immediately
recognisable with a use of numbers
and words forming the major motifs,
and imbued with serious intent, based
on extensive reading of American
literature and history, combined

with pictorial wit and fun, and a
strong autobiographical content.

Ct1
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should imagine most readers will
be familiar in broad outline with his
development, in any case.
One of the lesser known but
recent and significant factors is his
donation of $1000,000 to the Obama
presidential campaign, through
allowing the pictorial image of HOPE
to be utilised commercially.
Indiana's move from his warehouse
srudio, along the Manhattan
waterfront, an environ shared with
Ellswonh Kelly and many otier
artists, who shaped the Pop Art
movement in the 1960s, following on
from Abstract Expressionism, was a
huge one. It was like a leap into the
wilderness with twelve vans and two
trips to take his art and possessions to
the Star of Hope. Had he cut himself
off from the New York art world,
seemingly at the height of his powers?
Such was the strength of his art that
he not only survived but actually

went on to flourish.
I first met Bob when we were both
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travelling over from the USA ro UI(
in the SS United States and we got
talking. He was on a GI grant. I learnt
about his art background. It was a
chance meeting leading to friendship.
This was before he became famous.
We met again in London and
then he went onto Edinburgh to
continue his studies, typography
among others! We exchanged letters
and I have a few of his which I kept.
In these he recounts his responses to
various aspects of European culture
as he travelled around with limited
time and money. His European tour
took in Milan, Pisa, Florence, Siena,
Rome, Naples, and Arezzo and that
was just Italy! "It was good after the
profusion, the colour, the vitality,
the exuberance, the splendour, the
primitiveness, and the reaching hands
- to return to grey, staid, Edinburgh".
What emerges is that not only is he an
artist but an aesthete and intellectual
too. One does not necessarily
connect a Pop artist, (although Bob
is more than that) with such esoteric
concerns, but it almost seems par for
the course, as we know that Warhol
collected antique furniture and Old
Masters, among others.
I am so pleased that LSA was
able through this chance encounter,
so many years ago, to grace the

front cover of ArtSpace with Roben
Indiana's image of LOVE.
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Connor Phipps at The Old Art Gallery:
Dave Phillips introduces one of LSA's
newer members, who at age eleven, is by far
the youngest
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t is not often that a child's art
work is held in a public gallery
and taken seriously as Art. This is
the work of a child of eleven we are
given to understand. Not only that,
we are told that he commenced
working on these pictures at the
age of ten. The thirty four works
on view, in production terms alone,
put many a mature artist to shame.
From that perspective alone a great
achievement. This is the case of
Connor Phipps whose work can be
seen at The Old Art Gallery, Avenue
Road and who is LSA's youngest
member by some distance!
\We all know that the development
of a child's art is plottable through
certain cues dependent on age. \We all
marvel at the freshness and freedom

which characterise such work, and
are aware of how some 20th century
artists acknowledged the inspiration
of child art, such as Picasso and
Paul I{ee. We also know that with
puberty many children seek to render
pictorially the world realistically, and
often fail. Connor has not done so
and startles us with the accuracy of
his observation and the manipulation
of his skill. Is he an example of a

child prodigy, one wonders? In the
visual arts such prodigies are rare, as
distinct from children who excel in
mathematics or music. These latter
subjects are to some extent divorced
from lived experience and establish
their own worlds, which if you are
a genius you can enter. With art we
can in recent times point to a few
established artists who began to
show promise when young such as
Lawrence, Millais, Picasso, and in the
Renaissance more so as in the case
of Raphael et al. So does Connor's
work come within this remit? It would
seem so but to acknowledge such we
must bear in mind many a superb

illustrator, or graphic design artist
who started rendering images with
pictorial accuracy to an astonishing
degree. This is where Connor hts
and where the magic of his work
enchants. The animals, such as horse,
tiger, ferret, foxhound are good and
have some of the qualities of Stubbs,
etc., and the prices for his work are

enticingly low. The viewer will detect
blemishes in the rendering of some
of the subjects which time will repair.
But there are sufficient works which
will take you by surprise and you will
acknowledge how convincing they
seem, especially when you know the
'artist' is only eleven.
The exhibition is worthy and
enjoyable but it also throws up
questions of a more general nature.
Whereas numeracy and literacy
are thought of as essential in the
educational process, pictorial skills
such as drawing and composition are
not considered so. The consequences
are that only a few children are

encouraged to develop this aspect of
their education, and those that do are

regarded as having a special talent,

which in the case of Connor seems
justified. All children should, in my
opinion, be encouraged to achieve
a level of competence, as

with this

exposure to art and design generally
would enable them to see the world

aesthetically. N?e might then be
surrounded by less ugliness!

But putting these general
thougts aside one returns to Connor's
exhibition and realises that with
careful handling the boy has a good
future in visual arts. The exhibition

itselfis so pleasing, so refreshing, so
full of effort, and the 'artist' has so
clearly enjoyed himself. One hopes
to see further work in the form
of future exhibitions. I enjoyed,
I marvelled - a child painting so

brilliantly in oil, across such a wide
range of subjects and clearly enjoying
the experience. All one can say is one
hopes he will keep working and as he
develops will frnd his own vision.

June Morning, by Samuel John
'Lamorna' Birch, is currently
hanging in the displays at Leamington
Spa

Art Gallery & Museum.

Although Birch is best known for
his paintings of Cornish landscapes,
this painting shows the Deveron River
at Rothiemay, Aberdeenshire. This
sensitively painted scene intrigued
me and led me to find out more
about Birch's connections with areas
outside Lamorna Cove, where he
lived and worked for most of his life
and from which he took his name.

In

so doing I discovered something
of the way in which nature, art and
life, a place, painting and hshing in
Birch's case, may meld to constitute
an identity that is uniquely that of an
artist. In Birch we have artist whose
name, Lamorna, denoted a place
ofgreat personal significance and
n'hose lifelong interest in fishing was
a matter of serious study. I venture
to say that he created art from a
river whilst turning his fishing into
an art and that both were mutually
informing aspects of a creative life.
Birch was born (on 7 June 1869)
in Egremont on the Cheshire bank
of the river Mersey. His struggling
parents, John and Elizabeth, moved to
seek better fortune in Manchester and
it was there that Birch spent his early
vears. His move to Cornwall did not
happen until 1892, when he rvas 23.
As a young artist, he was atracted by
the artistic colony that was developing
around Stanhope Forbes in Newlyn
and beginning to gain national
attention at that time. Intrigued by
the appeal ofthe place he paid three
r-isits to t}re area in 1888, 1890 and
1891, before he was able to take up
painting fulI time and settle there.
\\'hen he first moved there he lodged
at Boleigh Farm at the top of the
Lamoma valley, where he had stayed
on previous visits. Lamorna was just
a few miles from Newlyn, but far

enough away for him to assert his

independence. Although a few artists
had painted there Birch was the first
to settle there permanently. A few
lears after he had arrived (1895)
Stanhope Forbes, with whom Birch
became friends, suggested that he
adopt the name 'Lamorna' in order to
distinguish himself from the Penzance
painter Lionel Birch. A June Morning
\\ as one of the earliest paintings
to be acquired for the Leamington

collection. It was 'Presented by
-\lderman Alfred Holt J.P.', who

Samuel John 'Lamorna'
Birch's A June Morntng
by Ghloe Johnson
Fridav Focus is a series of talks held at
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum. Here
Chloe Johnson has adapted her talk for ArtSpace
was a very significant hgure in the
development of the collection at

Leamington Spa Art Gallery &
Museum. Holt had obtained the
painting after seeing it displayed
at the Royal Academy Summer

Exhibition of 1929.It is signed but
not dated. However, we can be
precise about the year in which it
was completed. The painting itself
l-rolds several clues. First, it is signed
in black (Birch rarely signed his oil
paintings using coloured paint).
Until the end of 1896 Birch signed
himself 'S.J. Birch'. After that date
he adopted his nick-name, signing

his work'S.J. Lamorna Birch'.
This work is signed 'S.J. Lamorna
Birch' so we therefore know that it
must have been painted after 1896.
Equally, until the First \forld War,
Birch tended to date his works. He
felt that including a date gave the
work some immediacy which helped
to sell it. However, between l9l4
until the early 1930s he often failed
to sign works. Since this work is not
dated we know that it must have
been completed between l9 l4 and
1930. These clues wouldn't tell us
the full story so we are lucky that we
have other sources. We have letters
written by Birch which give details
of where he rvas painting throughout
this period, which include a number
of visits to Aberdeenshire. Secondly,
we have details of when the work
was purchased by Holt. And, finally,
because it was purchased from an
exhibition at the Royal Academy,
we can look in their catalogues and
see that a work with this title was
included as No. 23 in the lists. All
this evidence suggests the work was
completed in the 1920s. We can even
make an educated guess, for reasons
that I shall explain more fully, that
the work was painted only a few

months before it was exhibited and

Birch was a regular exhibitor
at the Royal Academy. He first
exhibited there in 1893, aged 24.
He became an Associate member
of the Academy in 1926, a Royal
Academician in 1934, a member of
hanging and selection commirrees
and, in 1938, considered running for
President of the Academy. This he
eventually decided not to do. He was
a modest man and not someone who
could be seen as following a career
plan. However he was aware that
exhibiting work at the Royal Academy
was crucial to making ones name
in the art world. At that time the
Academy was the foremost exhibition
venue in the UI{ and was recognised
outside artistic circles as the place to
be seen. As a youngster aged 8 or 9,
his mother would find him, pencil
in hand, sketching everydav scenes,
and encourage him saying "Carry on
like that my lad and who knows? One
day you could become an RA." Years
later he confessed that he had been
spurred on because he thought the
initials 'RA' stood for Real Artist!
Although Birch started work
aged 12 in the city offices of James
Helme, manufacturers of oil cloth
and baize, Birch was determined to
further his artistic ambitions - and
apparently was never in any doubt
about his chosen career. His father
was initially less enthusiastic about
his son's plans for a career. Although
he himself had set up a business as
a painter and decorator and Birch's
brother Harry later became a cabinet
maker, there were no artists in the

family, so it seemed
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purchased.

a hazardous

choice of profession. However, Birch
showed no signs of giving up his ideas
and by the age of 13 or 14 he was
drawing and painting in every spare
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moment. In 1886, (at the age of only
l7 or 18) he was invited to exhibit a
work at an exhibition at Manchester
City Art Gallery. His parents
revelled in his early success - Birch's
determination was paying offl
Birch's other great enthusiasm,
also evident from an early age, was for
fishing. He took his hobby seriously

-

taking his catches home, where he

would put the fish in the water tank at
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the back of the house so that he could
study them as they developed.
Both his great loves were to be
fostered by a move to the country
in 1888 for the sake of his health.
Ever since he was a baby Birch
had suffered from acute respiratory
problems and when he was 19 it was
recommended that he moved from
the city to the healthier air of the
countryside. He travelled nortJt to
Halton, near Lancaster. There he
worked in the Helme mill. It was hard
physical work, but at the weekends
he could both indulge his love of
fishing in the Lune River and tackle
the challenge of painting the local
landscape. AJthough he was frustrated
by his inability to capture the river
scenes which attracted painters from
nearby Lancaster, Birch persevered
and thrived in his new surroundings,
making a good, and lasting, physical
recovery.

Birch's love of fishing and art
were to endure throughout his life
and the passions became linked. He
developed a sartorial style ofheavy
tweed suits with trousers buckled iust
below the knee, thick hand-knitted
stockings, hear,lr brown brogues and
an old battered tweed hat covered in
fishing flies - an outfit ideal for either
hshing or painting outside. Fishing
was not just a passion for Birch. He
was extremely talented. The angling
writer G.E.M Skues, who became a
close friend, described his technique
as 'unsurpassed' and his casting as 'a
truly artistic performance'.
It can be no surprise that rivers
held a particular fascination for
Birch as an artist. His painting,
Our Little Stream, Lamorna was
submitted on the occasion of his
election as a Royal Academician in
1934. Throughout his life he was
fascinated by those elements that
he had found so diffrcult to capture
when attempting to paint the River
Lune -water, the reflections of the
sky, the ripples across the surface and
the depths, in which he may be able

to catch a glimpse of a fat trout. His
daughter later noted that he would
advise his pupils to 'find a pool, a
puddle or some damp patch where
you can uansplant some of that lovely
cerulean blue overhead'. Friends

commented that Birch could not pass
over a bridge without stopping to look
into the water - and bridges often
feature in his paintings.
The river depicted in A
June Morning is the Deveron at
Rothiemay, Aberdeenshire. lWrhen
I first saw this work I was surprised
to find that the view was not of
Cornwall. Birch painted his beloved
Lamorna Cove and other areas of
Cornwall a great deal - spending
a large amount of his time there.
However, he was also a frequent
traveller. When he married Houghton
Emily Vivian in 1902 he warned his
wife that he would need to be away
for periods of time. Throughout his
life he continued to travel - both
to London for formal engagements
and to visit friends and patrons
in sporting estates across the UK
where he tended to combine his two
passions, fishing and painting. He was
a popular house guest and would give
tuition (although this was his least
favourite activity), produce his own
work and take on commissions.
Birch's marriage survived these
absences. He was utterly devoted
to his wife and his letters to her
(he often wrote twice a day when
he was away,) are among the few
archival papers left after his death.
He usually referred to her as 'Mouse'
(with himself as 'Bear'). The couple
had met in 1902 when both were
32. Houghton, the daughter of a
Cambome mining agent, was visiting
Lamorna to overcome her grief at
losing her fianc6 in the Boer War.
Birch was, in fact, already engaged
to the daughter of a farmer at Halton
in Lancaster. By August that year,
with the engagement broken off, the
besotted Birch and Houghton were
married at Camborne. The couple
repaired and refurbished Flagstaff
Cottage in Lamorna Cove, which
was to be the family home for the
rest of their long and happy marriage.

In

1904 Houghton gave birth to

a

daughter, Elizabeth Lamorna, and,
five years later, a second daughter,
Joan, was born.
Birch was known to have close

friendships with attractive women most notably, in later life, with Greta

Sequeira. Houghton tolerated these
friendships (although both she and
the children appear to have been
more wary of Greta) and they never
appeared to undermine the couple's
marnage.
Birch painted A June Morning
fairly late in his career, aged 60.
\7e can be fairly certain that it was
painted in 1929, the year in which
Holt bought it. It was a difFrcult
year for him. He was suffering
from a recurring arm and shoulder
injury and he was worried about
his financial position. The British
economy was suffering and the
art market was not proving to be
profitable. Inspired by his friend,
the artist and Laura I(night, Birch
took up etching to take advantage
of the print market, which was still
booming. It was only a temporary
solution, but saved Birch from having
to take on teaching which he saw as a
distraction. In Mayflune that year he
visited Rothiemay to fish and paint
the Deveron River.

Birch was no stranger to the
Scottish Highlands. He and his
friend and patron William Matthews
Duncan made regular Scottish
hshing trips. The pair had fished the
Deveron River eight years earlier
when they had stayed in Huntly in
1921 . Birch described how the river
'glides pleasantly through upland
pastoral land, at times through rich
woods, now over sparkling shingle, or
breaks more roughly through rocky
glades. Often it hurries along merrily,
and yet it often pauses mid meadows
or by some overhanging woods.'
Although Birch may have
visited Rothiemay, which is close to
Huntly, on this visit, it seems unlikell'
that this picture was completed in
'2l .It is much more likely that the
painting was done on his visit in
1929, when he stayed in the town.
Birch much preferred the area around
Rothiemay to that around Huntly
and he and Duncan returned to it the
following year. Duncan had recently
retired and was not enjoying his
newfound leisure. He and Birch were
disappointed to find that a heatwave
had brought the river down to levels
which made fishing impossible. The
positive side to this situation was
that Birch was able to concentrate
on painting for days on end. Unlike
the 1921 visit, this visit was perhaps
Birch's most productive in Scotland.

A June Morning is typical of

Samuel 'Lanortta'Birch, A Jurtc
(1929)oil on canztas
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Birch's style. Wtren working in oils
he usually began with a quick basic
outline in charcoal, which he blocked
in ivith a thin solution of sepia and
turpentine. Birch alwavs laid his
paint on with a brush. He never used
a palette knife and encouraged his
'tudents to resist the temptation to
Jrr so, saying that it was 'a mark of a
lailed painting.'

Birch was known for his brilliant
ttrnes and broken brush work - a
stl'le perfected during his year at the
-\telier Colarossi, in Paris (1895-6).
Birch is often considered to have
reen selftaught, but did undertake
*ris important period of formal
rnstruction shortly after he had
to Cornwall. Already attracted
=roved
:rr \\'orking outside in a manner
:mployed by the Impressionists, he
'.\.as particularly excited to see the
'.i'ork of Monet, Sisley and Pissarro
:t hrst hand during that year. He
lescribed their work as 'a revelation'
:nd began to adopt their lighter
rrighter palette of colours as a direct
:esult of this experience. Perhaps

:nsurprisingly, he also managed to
'ell a number of his Cornish sketches

'.'.hile he was there and even exhibited
=n oil painting of a Cornish scene
=t the Paris Salon - a sign of his

,onstarrt awareness of commercial
rpportunltres.
Birch's technique was also

developed through other means.
He was a great admirer of Ruskin,

taking the technical advice offered
in Modern Painters, the book that
had so inspired the Pre-Raphaelites,
extremely seriously. He also showed
his work to Stanhope Forbes
for criticism and worked with
contemporaries on developing new
ideas and techniques. In his early
years he experimented with varnishes
and, with Laura Knight, tried out

priming canvases with different
colours. He also, with the artist
Arthur Tanner, perfected a method of
sketching on a prepared oiled panel,

which became known as the 'TannerBirch system' and was adopted by
the Cornish artist Henry Scott Tuke
(whose work is also represented at
the Leamington Spa Art Gallery and
Museum).
Given his seemingly spontaneous
and effortless style, it is interesting
to know that Birch could get very
anxious about starting work and
hated being watched as he worked.
However, he enjoyed the physical
challenges of painting outside - one
of his greatest thrills was to paint
in a high wind and ever-changing
light, with his canvas anchored
down with poles, ropes and stones.
He loved capturing the energy of
dramatic landscapes, fleeting weat}rer
conditions or rivers in full spate and

UJ

continued to be drawn to painting
them until his death in 1935. It is
these depictions of water and rivers
that, I feel, are his most compelling
works. They are extremely beautiful,
but they also have an intensity which
comes from his understanding
of nature. When teaching at
Heatherley's art school in London
shortly before the Second tiforld $Var
Birch urged students to observe
'the way a tree comes out of the
ground and see how it arches around
the bank of a river and how a leaf
grows from a branch; so delicate and
yet so strong it can withstand the
hercest of winds.'
It is Birch's love and engagement

with the natural world, evident in this
statement, that give his works their
strength and virality - and it is this, I
believe, that means that they remain
as fresh and relevant today as on the
day they were painted.
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East Berlin 1982: celebrating the twenty year
anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall
Julie de Bastion recalls visiting the city
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bleak journey bsy6ncl the wall into

East Berlin. MemorT, and eaocation
of entotiott frot,t pail liaes, persecutiort,
uprootedness, and torn fantily histories."

Dominik Bartmann, Mauerfall
exhibition catelogue, Stiftung
Stadmuseum, Berlin, 2009
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pagel9) were

part ofa body ofwork taken from
a small sketch made in the middle of
a deserted square in East Berlin in
1982.I had come from the USA to
make this trip with my brother who
lived in $7est Berlin; we both wanted
to dispel the myths and ghosts from
our past.
Our parents were Hungarian
and had survived the Jewish
holocaust, but the fear, the loss, the
immeasurable human trauma lived
on and lived on in us too. After
having gone through the persecution,
they then faced the onslaught of a
Communist regime and had fled to
England.
As we stood in the Lustgarten, in
East Berlin's Museum Island, the
bleakness, the emptiness and austerity
froze us. !7e had the feeling we were
being watched and at any moment we
could be taken away for any reason.
It felt real and tangible. Suddenly,
all the stories our parents had told us
many times over of how they came
so close to death and how they were
miraculously saved, seemed all too
near, for in that landscape it was the

end of the world for so many.

My brother and I were born just
after our parents came to England,
but as I grew up I was restless and
felt neither English nor Hungarian.

I searched for a 'home'which took
me to America, while my brother
settled in N7est Berlin. It was in New

York City that I started to paint in
earnest, and it was then that I made
the journey to Berlin to be with my

brother. We decided to go over the
Wall and see for ourselves, to take
a light and stare into the face of the
monster. Such was its power, to cause
entire family histories to be changed
forever. The little sketch became
the hidden door through which,
once opened, emotions poured out
in an unstoppable way; all my inner
landscapes of unimaginable terrors
of persecution and endless human
tragedy.

The city of Berlin is now withou:
walls, a city busying itself with the
merging of two evolutionary strands.
filling in the spaces, and pulling one
way of life into another. These little
paintings captured a moment in its
history, but more than that, a human
history ofpersonal struggle and the

will to live.

A place to
delight and
surprise:
the Yorkshire
Sculpture Park
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ess than two hours north of
Waru'ickshire lies the Yorkshire
Sculpture Park (YSP) hosting the
largest open air display ofbronze
sculptures anywhere in Europe. If
vou have not yet discovered this
cxquisite park and its galleries make
sure you plan a day trip soon. You
;an explore the u'ork of Moore,
Hepu,orth, Goldsu'orth-v, Frink,
Turrell, Paolozzi, Gormley to name

'rut a feur.
The original inspiration behind

:he creation of the sculpture park
:ame from Peter Murray OBE, who
.n 1977, in collaboration with the
University of Leeds and YSP Friends,
:egan developing the site into a
','ibrant cultural centre. At the outset
.'. \\'as an opportunity to celebrate the

'.ork of the Yorkshire born sculpture
:nd artist Henry Moore. Moore
lreu'much from and was greatly
.nfluenced by the Yorkshire landscape
'ihis childhood and the YSP is a
:rtting tribute to some of his greatest
:chievements; large bronzes, reclining
:l.'cures set in the rolling parkland
jmongst the grazing sheep. Many
'i the works are on permanent loan

:iom the Tate Modern and the Henrl'
\krore Foundation'ra'ith nerv u ork
reing introduced to the park everl'

The sculptures are carefully
situated to u'ork in harmony with or
in juxtaposition to the landscape and
tl're visitor can be both delighted and
surprised when a sculpture comes
into vierv across a field or against the
treeline.
In addition to the 'open air
museum' there is indoor space
to house temporary exhibitions
including the recently opened and
strikingly designed series of galleries
cut into the hillside to blend with
the prevailing landscape. Due to
its success the current exhibition of
large form sculptures and murals
b)' the British artist and sculpture
Peter Randall-Page was extended
to l2 April 2010. This is sculpture
on an elemental scale; the marks
of hammer and chisel intricately
following mathematical and natural
forms. Together with the varied hues
of granite, karst limestone and marble
we are offered a glimpse into the past
as if u,itnessing the rock taking shape
as the geology of the planet is formed.
Other exhibits drau' on natural forms
-vear.

such as beehives, rvebs, flints fossils
and shell patterns tracing lines that
connect the artist and the viewer to

explore the forms and lines of nature.
Despite their sheer size and scale

and the hardness of the rock these
sculptures exude a primeval beauty,
lightness of being and harmony.

Randall-Page studied sculprure
at Bath Academv of Art from
1973-77 . Since then he has gained
an international reputation vvith work
held in both UI( and international
collections and public sculptures to
be found in ke5' siligs across Britain.

Randall-Page explains: "geometry
is the theme on which nature plays
her infinite variations, fundamental
mathematical principles become a
kind of pattern book from which
nature constructs the most complex
and sophisticated structures".
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Francis Bacon
ln Camera
at Compton
Verney by
Jonathan Treadwell
\A
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ipped, crumpled, torn and
folded. This is the predominant
impression given by this exhibition
at Compton Verney which opened
on March 27th. Curated by Martin
Harrison and installed across eight

A

rooms Francis Bacon:
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PhotographSt,

Film and the Practice of Painting, sets
out to reveal the processes and visual
resources that Francis Bacon used in
his art. Presented without pretence,
this is a warts 'n' all visual feast of one
of the most important and enthralling
artists of the twentieth century.
The bulk of the exhibition
consists of photographs-hundreds of

photographs. There are those taken
by Bacon, and those of himself. There
are images torn from magazines,

books and catalogues featuring a
myriad of subjects ranging from
medicine, sports and animals to
hunting in Africa and Muybridge's
celebrated motion studies of the
human body from the late nineteenth
century. Nearly every item has
suffered damage in some way, hence
the ripped, crumpled, torn and
folded motif. As well as the damage
many of the images have had paint
splattered over them, or been piled
on top of each other so that images

have bled into each other. The first
exhibit that meets the visitor's gaze
is a large blown-up photograph of

Bacon's studio with its familiar chaos
of tumbling towers of paint pots,
canvases, boxes and materials. All this
is dominated by a huge round mirror
that is so paint-showered and mottled
that it would have utterly useless as a

mlrror.

It was generally known that Bacon
often used photographs and film stills
as inspiration for his painting but not
to the extent revealed by this show.
corttinued on page 21

AIttrr,e :

John Deakin, Blach [t white pltotograph of Frattcr
Bacon (c. 1967) Collectiort: Dublin Ciry Gallerl',
'l'he Hrglt Lturc.
:C'2010Thc Esrat.e of l:rancis Bacon.

All rights

reserocd

/ DACS, London

Lrlrt
Stttdio ltern,'fhe Huntatt F'igure in A4orion by
Eaitueard Mttybridge. Collectiott: Dublirt City
Gallerl,Tlrc Htrgh Lane.
t) 2010'l'lte Estate qf l;rancis Bactnt.
All rights reserred/ DACS, Lontfuirt
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-. .i'hat can be seen here is but

.rple

-

a

of Francis Bacon's 'image-

'rk' (as he called his collection)
-.:n he must have possessed more

-:rerial than any one person could
-sibly absorb in a lifetime. It is as

,ugh, long before the rest of the
:ld had internet-access to banks of
--rges, that Bacon had amassed his
r personal rvorld vvide web.
)uring his lifetime he played
- ''.'n the extent to which he used
- ' tographs in his creative practice;
. exhibition startles the visitor by
.-.

: :ot''s note: those of

-

setting the record straight, showing
just horv central photographs were
to the creative impulse for his work.
In deconstructing Francis Bacon's
art, In Cantera demonstrates fust how
modern a modern artist was the Bacon
we encounter at compton verney.
Today's artists are far more candid
about how they use pre-existing
images made by others, and are often
proud to emphasise the fact that their
art makes references to elsewhere.
Despite his reluctance to admit to his
use of such images, there is his telling
observation made in 1966 and quoted
by the curator. It is particularly

telling with the benefit of hindsight:
"...photographs are not oril.t, poittts o.f
reference, they\'s often triggers oJ ideas" .
For those of you who think that
you are familiar with the artist and
his persona I u'ould urge you to visit
this exhibition before it closes on
June 20th. $fhether you currently

like or loathe Bacon, this exhibition
will certainly transform your
preconceptlons.
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6 Artists
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familiar,

O.rn"ps overly-so,) with

the gloom of world-wide financial
or the hope we are entreated to
feel for a 0.loh GDP increase. For
most of us though these esoteric
hnances only really show themselves
to us on the streets of our towns.
There are row upon row of closed
and empty shopfronts wherever we
may look. For the most part these
darkened windows stare morosely
out toward the pavements like a
modern alternative to the Easter
Island statues; and both attest to the
prevalence of short-sightedness within
their communities.
In a lot of towns though there
does seem to be effort being made to
make some use of these spaces, one of
which is to use them as temporary aft
exhibitions which presents us artists
with opportunities we should hrmly
grasp!

The Minories in Stratford-uponAvon used to be a bustling shopping
arcade of cafes, galleries, framers
and boutique outlets. Now barely
a third of the premises are open.
But a venture to use one of the
empty spaces has now opened: the
'6 Artists' exhibition at No. 6, The
Minories. Housed in what used to
be a speciality tea shop, there is now
an exhibition of work by, yes, you
guessed it, six Midlands-based artists.
The show has been organised by LSA
artist Lynsey Cleaver and features

paintings and sculptures by ltve other
female artists whose work draws

inspiration from far-flung places.
Judy Haslam-Jones has a number
of ceramic works on display, the most
striking of which is her impressively

architectural Tbmple Tbapot (see above)
which stands at over 60 cm tall and
nearly 40 cm in diameter in the

BridgetAldritlge, FTtnale Form - uirh gold leaf
(2010) glazed stottc'oare,50 t 25 x 18 cut

Jtull, H otlurn-tortcs, Tb n tple Tb apor
stoneuare,62 x 30 x I8 cnt

window which once would have been
used to display the choicest oflooseleaf tea. The swirling colouration and
its flowing lines recall the minarets
and Gurdwara of India, as much as
tea is itself a link to that country.
If it is the structures of India that

sumptuous reds drawing in the viewer
as if they were a bee searching for
pollen.
Themes across different work is a
link between two of the other artists
featured in '6 Artists': Jane \Tilliams
and Jenny Edge. Jane is well known
for her works that visualise music and
musicians. Three of her paintings are
shown here and their Expressionist
colours and blurred forms swirl
around to take us into the heart of a
concert experience. Again providing
a contrast is Jenny Edge's work,
Balcony: Process and Elhnirtation No. 3
and No. 5 are deep, layered abstracts
in heavy sepia colours that seem
to invoke ideas oflong abandoned
industrial machinery that has lain
unattended and gathering rust. Time
is embedded in her paintings, the
slow inexorable progress of time that
sees unending sunrises and sunsets
rolling by whether we are tiere to
witness them or not.
So, six artists, six opponunities at

influence the teapot then it seems it
is the colours of India that inform
the large painting Thirty Something by

Suminder Sahota. Here is presented
a large portrait in the Cubist style of
a woman with a small mirror in one
hand and an hourglass sitting in front
of her and rendered in vivid tones and
hues that instantly bring to mind the
colours of Indian cloth and Indian
spices.

Lynsey Cleaver's work is split into
two areas, drawing and painting.

Her Uncttrling Fern

Stud3t ]{6.

1

and No.2 are delicate and detailed
pencil studies that glide diagonally
across ttre paper, very reminiscent of
botanical studies made by explorers in
the Age of Discovery. In total contrast
Lynsey also has two bold paintings:
Auricula Studjt v16 Red Hot Dahlia
which are floral studies that bloom
effervescently from their canvasses,
particularly the latter with its rich,

6, The Minories, enjoy!
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150's f irst
exh ib ition
G

as LSA at last come of age? It
now has its own gallery called
:allery 150 aka G150, located in
--.: 'Old Library'Avenue Road,
i,.r-al Leamington Spa, near to
:. desired goal of managing the

..:jacent'Old Art Gallery'. The
::ier was purpose designed and is
:e of the few surviving examples
: an Art Deco building. Its
:..-:erior has three niches which on
:e stands a young female nude
:.:-.rre representing Painting, as
.;nified by the attribute of a palette,

:

'sitioned behind her. It is carved
-: of sandstone and is in good
- rdition, commissioned from a
:il known sculptor of that period,

eagerness to exhibit their work for

-.-led Bloye. She has close afhnities
:-h the sixth-century BC Archaic
-:::ek goddess, and strangely enough
-:en placed there in 1929, was
--. rught to symbolise the spirit of
-- rdern art! The other two niches
: Sculpture and Architecture were
.:'.'er hlled, owing to lack of money.
- - : people of kamington Spa raised
-- ,nev through public subscription
: The Old Art gallery to be built
-:-l n'ere justly proud of it. So it is
- .allery, paid for by the people, for
--.: people to show original works
: an bought and donated by them.
--,- artists who have exhibited there
':r the years consider it to be a very
,-=.:

and generous exhibition space.

:e day it

is hoped LSA will be
-:-ponsible for turning it back into

can say artists can't do hard labour,
when it is demanded of them, and
their response has been a miracle. It is
by its nature a varied show consisting
of powerfully motivated, ambitious
artists with those whom, because of
circumstances, are unable to do as
much as they would like. In the later
case, the hope is for LSA to provide
studios for artists in the upper regions
of the building. Here again help will
be called for and clearly those doing
so will be favoured choices when
studios are eventually allocated.
'Renewal' is by definition an
assortment of artists who do not
have much in common, except an

a

:=.len'for the artists of Warwickshire
' :shibit their work.
But enough of future dreams,
:i uS f€tufD to the glorious present
-.-l consider the first exhibition of
,-.ilery 150, called 'Renewal'. It
- ::sists of the work of those who
.rsformed a semi-derelict area in
--.= Old Library, into a spanking,
-,:rdsome exhibition space. No one

the world to see, to be damned or
extolled, depending on the viewer's
reaction. It is with this thought
in mind that rather than give a
general overview I have attempted
to comment on ALL the artists who
exhibited.
We have Libby January's work
which has diversity and a sure
knowing hand built into the imagery,
where variety and surprise greet our
eyes. It is not the usual January but
one offering a greater menu with a
certain symbolic significance. In the

following exhibition at Gallery 150,
which she shared with George Taylor
we saw more fully the range of her
work. Andrew Christopher's 'In my
Time' brings a dark reflective painting
to bear on our psyche, with a figure
under a tree, conveying tenderness,
even loss. I(atharine Barker's 'Evolve'
establishes a lighter mood, where a
canvas will not do as it is told, even
before it is fixed to its stretcher. It
has a life of its own, and forgetting
deck chairs and winds, conceptually
challenges the painting or the art
work to recognise it is an anefact
first. This is an amusing, clever and

desirable piece for the sophisticated
collector. She has other equally clever

work on show, and one 'The Grid', a
print, tackles the problem of control.
A simulated metal mesh in the form
of a grid is superimposed on what
appears to be part ofa canvas so the
two planes float in front of the viewer.
As in the previous work the question
of organisation seems to be at the
forefront of the thinking and the
refined aesthetic creates a necessary
tension. How ideas travel through
the ether and can be transmuted,
for in Goddard's work the metal
grid is actually part of the structure,
and evocative of another dimension
related to control.
Robert Lavers' paintings remind
one of the memory of holidays in
foreign places which somehow
we have seen before in brochures.
They are calm and reassuring,
accomplished and peaceful, soothing
and one associates them with
enjoyable, sun-filled moments, wine
full as one reflects that sense of
enjoyment from a non-demanding,
secure passage of time in a place
fleetingly familiar but different. They
make no demands but reassure with
light and colour, and in one offer the
glimpse of romance. Such placidity
requires considerable know-how and
skill, and even the deck chairs and
the mechanics looking at a car, have
this completeness. Jan Rawnsley has
excelled in one mad moment, so
that water and sand and sea become
entwined in a vast complex thrill of
swirling, gestural movements of paint
with daring colour notations. This is
the antithesis of the previous works
by Lavers for life becomes a daring
moment lost on sand dunes, suffrrsed
by thick luxurious paint, or we are
overwhelmed by those well trodden
wave soaked sands at her beloved
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Whitby. I suspect these are part of a
series where painterly madness took
over. Jo Sutton's work 'Why are You
Smiling?' is quite different, seeped
in nostalgia, consisting of words
printed on paper, and framed, with
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How different from Jane Williams's
intimate, interior rendering of
musical groups, for ever delightful,
purposeful, powerful and dramatic.
How best to describe the sound of

denim. They are 'real'because of
their illusionist skill. The drama she
sets up of the ordinary, makes the
mundane reach beyond normality.
The luminosiry of the paint has a
poetic quality. Portraits of Cholem
and Lithma, two survivors of the Nazi
regime from Lithuania, are depicted
in pencil by Lynsey Cleaver (she of
Chang fame) in a very undramatic
way. They seem so ordinary but you
cannot look on these faces without
reverence) the pain is drawn into the
faces, as you know from history what
has been experienced by them. Their
faces are icons, which carry with them
the suffering they and so, so many,
many more, nobly endured. It is a
timely reminder.
'La Femmes au Plumes'has a
distinctive look of style, and carries
with it, the air of Paris, from which
Dominica Vaughan has recently
returned. The high price asked fades
into total insignificance when one
learns of the d65 million pounds paid
at auction, for the sculpture of an
emaciated, striding Giacometti figure.
Such price pushes us all into the
rarefied, unreal world of the superrich, and in this case where 'less is
more', for in terms of thinness this
figure outranks supermodels! This
was one signal for Francis Bacon
to distort and smear the distorted
fragments of figures across canvases
for decades, to revolt and horri$r
us and gain the highest esteem for
a vision of life itself, as will be seen
in the Compton Verney exhibition
in April. No, Vaughan's work has
a tenderness brought home by the
inclination of the head, the lowered
eyes, crowned by luxurious hair which
flows into her apparel. The marble
flesh set in this context brings home
the interior monologue of the figure,
the enigma of class, the anxiety, and
the price is that redeeming factor.
Even with the cart rolling across the
cobbles to the guillotine, one feels she
will be saved, for the price elevates it

music and the protagonists who make
it? Identifu the instruments to the
equilivances of light, space and colour
and the music seemingly speaks for
itself.
Fran Booth's work has a strong
presence in spite it being a garment'
hanging innocuously on a canvas.
Yet, these two painted coats on
separate canvases magically bring
out the qualities of leather and

from the norm and makes it precious.
This work has been marked not only
by brushes but by hand in an attempt
to convey the magic and allure of
the ferttrtte latalc, at her expensive
peak with all her mystery intact. Tim
Taylor's formal piece goes beyond
illustration as an Aztec. At the same
time a mechanistic figure seems to
power its way through a wall, while at
the same time carries its pyramid of

an overarching shadow, watching the
words. The question itself suggests
maybe you shouldn't, as you see your
life flashing before you and know how
you have been constrained, restricted
and controlled, by false promises and
false gods, deceived and uicked, and
how foolish you are. It is a poetic
accusation ofhow innocence should
not be allowed to be crushed and how
to be worldly and not allow one to be
taken advantage of, and implies it is
the only way to survive. This work is
a warning, so take heed; it is serious
and meaningful, and haunting. Then
there is Ann Power teasing us with
'Refuge' and 'The Big Draw', the
latter charcoal and graphite providing
a conglomeration of weird plant like
forms, bird cages, snakes, and seeds the sheer diversity leads to a mystery,
to life itself, untidy, dishelved or who
knows what; you get your gene pool
and you take your chances?
David Lewis is a visual roaming
reporter u'ho does not take the easy
way out of 'click' and there you
have it. No, he paints the beautiful
buildings which make up Leamington
Spa, whether it be a telescopic views
of the Town Hall and brightens the
bricks with redness, complete with all
the strange details, or renders the rose
window of 'All Saints', with dark
tonalities of a drama, as if it could be
doomed, or the faqade of 'Victoria
Terraces' with an impish background,
as if such visualisations weren't
enough, and he wants to pronounce
I am really a proper artist, not simply
a recorder. And who could doubt it?

culture with it. Like a jigsaw we are
left with the pieces and the problem
of how to put it together again. This
is a clever, adroit, confrontational
piece which encapsulates an aspect
of the present, while at the same
time it brings the destruction of
a past civilisation to bear on our
conscl0usness.

Gerry Smith's four gigantic
strips evoking the power of Monet's
Water lilies take up one whole wall.
It sets the tone with a larger than
life remit. The work recalls Monet's
fascination with reflections and the
dilemma as to what constituted
the real world in the garden at
Giverney. They are panoramic,

digital photographic shaped Gicl6e
prints, where much of the art lies
in the techniques of catching the
colour, the space, the luminosity,
so successfully. They are virtually
as huge as the originals and Gerry

has managed to convey some of that
energy, so that in the worst winter
for thirty years) we are comforted by

the expansive, gorgeous expression
of colour, light and reflection. It is
all encompassing and delightful and
a reminder of what genius can do to
us all. The watercolours of Clematis
which Mo Finnesy, so different in
scale, presented have an honesty

with one simply set against a well
painted and observed brick wall. It
is as if the vulnerable is exposed to
be examined.

It

raises the question

ofthe different response one has to
the organic as against the inorganic,
nature against man, teased out with
an obsessional focus, resulting in a
statement about beauty and pathos
of the underdog. Peter Lovelock has
provided us with twigs from trees,
silhouetted so they seem to twitter on
a white ground against a white sky.
But these are real trees, in so far they

have not been touched by human
hands, no ink on surfaces but the
clever manipulation of an artist who
knows his photography and lenses,
and uses all his knowledge, to provide
a clear comment about what can be
seen, if you really look. These images
are a refreshing clearance ofthe

retina and dramatic with it. Another
photographic venture comes from
Dorothy Biddle, a virtual polymath,
who grapples with all media and
ideas as in 'Childhood Memories:
Kiss and Tell' where hard edged
tents innocently hide all things

conceptual artwork ever - a city of
enormous architectural beauty - built
on water! Her'Norfolk Coast' shows
her love of the open, the vapid, the
ever moving, never ceasing sand and
spray with expanses which go beyond
the mind. Jenny Burns in 'Garden

:hat happened inside, that shall be
:;n'isible and nameless, the outer
.rell of lived experience and all that
,. hich is conveyed. Linda/Emmanuel

I{enry's '676 Bottle Tops'brings
:s down to earth with a thud. Here
.. lived life with the subtle signs of

View'makes a different essay; here is
closure with never to be articulated,

:s occurrence displayed as a mesh,

.:ie

a piece of mediaeval armour.
The protection of alcohol signals
.':lse bravery, of knives and blood, to
' himpering flesh, of torn stockings
:r a city pavement. It tells a story
: money spent, fun had and cheap

.:

never named flowers, the dream like
impression of a bewitching garden,
complete with pool and springboard,

from which to dive into enchantment.
It is a blissful dream world but a
horticulturalist's nightmare as the

the price. 'El Dorado' adjacent,

indecipherable, unnameable plants
dissolve into shrouds of melting
paint and colour. Her 'Whitefriars
Street'is an intriguing, ghostly like

' lth its assured mark making and
- rlour sophistication, of a born artist,

--.licates too the flimsy hopes of
:--3 lottery masses, such as myself,
:..ru'ing with hope, colour and paint,
:rich streaks down after the event.

image where ruination of age seems
to have descended bringing with it
sadness. Julia Prior has shown her
amazing work again, where her sharp
eye turns withered r.l'ood into live
animals and in this case 'Skimmer'
and 'Diver' carry with them all the
energy of their titles. She is faultless
in her perceptions and her vision.
Tony Prior has brought his blues ro
bear on water in an ocean, which
swirls and froths in 'Navigate', and

.: ras all the immediacy of a fading
rrld where nothing is real, where
--.rk making is the only reality. Chris
' :res's minimal statement has all the
-rrage and surprise when an artist

- .allenges the intellectual discourse
: :onceptualism with a comb, cotton

-:-l

a handkerchief presented

with

a

::nal subtly. What then of glamour,
- 'azzy needs, of high jinks when

u have reality straight up and in
-rr face. Simplicity, humility are
',.: tokens of life, get real man, life's
. : a bed ofroses, all you need is
- :orlb for the hair of a dead man,

cotton as a shroud, and a
.rdkerchief to mop up the tears.
-:is rvork is symbolic of the glamour
: Jeath, enjoy the stillness, for one
-,'.-these items will be yours, too?
- rinna Spencer has etched four
:..rqes: small, delicate and intense.
'-' u might need a magnif ing glass or
-. .east your glasses to see the quality
-..j skill of the work. 'Homage to
l'-:e'is a beauty as it distils a power
,'elocation by minimal means. The
: .:illation and feeling of thought is
::-te

-,:tured in 'Glytal'with

a fine colour
:,-:erentiation and arabesques. These
::rings stop you in your tracks, for
=all is beautiful', and concentration
' legacy we need to use as we gaze
: Jre miniscule and wonder. Linda
=Jpath's 'Colour of Venice'shows

: artist likes the open and the
'.:ansive. No shutting her into small
r:.es as she captures the blood red
. r \renetian sunset, reducing the
:' to an outline set against the sky
.l the sea. She truly underlines the
:itrn that Venice is - the greatest

superimposed a linear structure,

-I
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I
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which immediately conveys rhe sense
of search and rescue, in the looking
for that tiny raft or boat or person lost
somewhere in that vast array of water

with which he so cleverly visualises
and identifies. There is no sense of
panic here but a statement of intent
based on knowledge. Here is someone
who knows his seas.
Peter Lewis with his ornamenral
and elaborate emblematic reliefs,
consisting of face masks with heavily
stylised features, fulfil the ritualistic
character of 'Medusa Acquitted' and
are immediately arresting. They have
a presence and ask ofyou, do you
understand the nature of ceremony,
if not, look and learn, and wonder.

Fiona Metcalfe's'Montague Series'

A
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q
b

consist of mixed media and are
miniscule, with a needle and thread,

o
(b

which evoke a miniature workroom
with a touch of an early Picasso

\

It is tender and fragile and
sweet. Rosemary I(eep's painting
on aluminium shows the hand of a
master, with an amazing touch, as
huge waves seem on the point of
literally dispensing their water right
in front of you. The control is worthy
of a Japanese artist, who as she can,
structure.

provide you with a world view in a
magnificent colour laden image of
power with petrified water that may
drown us all one day. Val Just'Dunes
at Ynasias' has that sort of location
which you find srumbling on the edge
of a sea, with rolling hillocks, luxury
growth and blue mountains beyond.
You know you have been there but
when and why are questions you can't
answer, for the painting seems to have
always been there waiting for you to
arrive. It has the endeavour which
so many of these artists have given
and for one fleeting month their true
vocation has been visible in a public
place.
So many of these works will

return to the loneliness of the studio
with their creators, when at the same
time miles of white walls in public
buildings scream for their life; when

will justice prevail?

Visitor entranced b), Gerry Sntith's work
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Tammy Woodrow reviews
Wasters: screened at
Leamington Spa Art Gallery
& Museum

Sheila

Millward at
the Portuguese
Cafe,Warwick
by

See
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Dave Phillips

pictures on page 20

hursday Flickers is a weekly,
dynamic film and video platform
curated by me which provides an

opportunity for up-and-coming film
makers and more established artists
to present their work to a wider
audience. The free film screenings are
held on Thursday evenings from 6.30

to 7.30 pm.
The events have featured

a

wide range of fresh and innovative
work by young people, graduates
and award winning professional
artists and film makers. There have
been documentaries, animations,
short films, video art and even
performance art. It is nearly a
year since Thursday Flickers was
launched and it continues to be
very popular. The screenings have a
friendly atmosphere, the film makers

and artists come along to introduce
their work and talk about their ideas
and processes. The whole setup is
very informal and relaxed. You can
compare it with attending a group
crit. As well as being a chance for the
audience to see some exciting new
film talent and current developments
on the video art scene, the screenings
also provide film makers and artists
with a valuable opportunity to
showcase their work and to get
immediate feedback.
On 25th February I screened
Wasters - written and directed by
Luke Rufo and winner of the 'Heart
of England Film Festival - Best Film
Award'. After hearing the opening
line "My little soldier is dead" I
knew we were going to be in for an
interesting night. Editor James Page
had introduced the film to me thus:
"Don't worry, there is just a bit of
swearing in it"; t}le understatement of
the year! Indeed, there were swearing
and sexual references that even made
me blush, but they were not used as

loose canons but as frame work for a

touching narrative.
The story line is the coming
ofage ofa group ofyoung adults
who are trying to give meaning to
their seemingly superficial lives.
The Thursday Flickers audience
enjoyed the cinematic experience and
wasn't hindered by any generation
gaps. It could have ended up as
a claustrophobic and restraining
situation, having the film set in just
the interior of one Birmingham pub
during one night. However, this is
circumnavigated by snappy editing,
classy acting and a very appropriate
musical score. The fragile song during
the climax of the hlm still gives me
goose bumps.
I don't think I could compare
Wasters to anything I've seen before.
This is a good thing; it was a unique
and refreshing experience and I'm
looking forward to seeing more from
tlre likes of Luke Rufo and James
Page.

During the Q&A session the
crew made the public aware of the
difficulties which Midlands-based
up and coming hlm makers face.
The independent feature film Wasters
was created without any significant
budget, a fact you could easily forget
because the lightning, frarning and
camera movement were of high
quality, as professional as you can get.
They also spoke about the intensive
but enjoyable shooting process
and that you can get people to do
anything you want as long as you give
them a free lunch!
I(eep an eye on the Royal Pump
Room website for an up to date
programme and why not follow the
Thursday Flickers blog link which
can be found on the same site?
Hope to see you on a Thursday
night!

rom time to time some good
exhibitions have been organised
by Grace Newman, at this location,
as part of \Tarwickshire Artists. The
venue fulfils one's perception of
continental culture, whereby when
having a coffee or hot chocolate with
patisseries, one is surrounded by

original art.

In this instance we encounter
a different kind of painting from

that

associated with the usual
challenging Sheila Millward, where
normally tlte viewer is made to
stop and ponder the meaning of
the work. No, these works are easy
on the eye and t}le mind, with a
variery of subject matter to include
flowers, landscapes, portraits painted
with delicacy and skill, and more
appropriate to the setting. This is
everyday life with a difference, for the
colours seem subtle but wide ranging,
enhancing rather than denigrating
the motif. One does not strain for
meaning and the variety keeps the
mind alive, as if passing through a
range of different moments that relax
and soothe. There is though, with a
twist of the brush, a certain angle,
a hint of an edge in some of them,
which does not allow dismissal as
too charming. This is where style
and meaning combine to create a
surprisingly eventful exhibition, akin
to what we might expect in a caf6 in
Paris, Berlin or Madrid.
See

picture ort inside back coaer

John Devane
at G150 by

Nick Smale

i.;

also pictures on pages 18
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his exhibition, perhaps for the
first time, gives the residents of
-'amington Spa and those living
:-:ther afield, the opportunity to
-:3 paintings by John Devane, the
1:ad of Design and Visual Arts at
----: Coventry University School of
::r and Design. Devane, who lives
-: Coventry, is an accomplished
-:urative and portrait painter. This
::'ribition includes some fine new
: rtraits as well as recent figurative

-

npositions that illusuate important
----:mes and influences in his work.
His ability as a painter is nowhere
:::rer demonstrated than in his latest
---all portrait, entitled Laura. ln
---:. painting he does not so much
- ":nt individual features, the eye,
----: e1'elid, the nose, the mouth and
----: lips, but the face as an integrated
:ole. The result appears effortless,
: 3n miraculous, without being
:.rer slick or mannered. He excels
--. painting flesh, as seen in Laura
- -i the Uncertain lirne, where the

:=;k and shoulders ofthe seated
rlnan are brought to life with subtle
,. rdulations of colour. This play of
,ir on flesh is extended to fabrics:
-.: sunlight on white pillows, bed

:.:ets and the bedspread in The
' '-tster Bedroottt.
\s might be expected, Devane
.--.. a keen eye and memory for
:.:es. The expression on the face of
---.- \\roman in The UncertainTime,

:

: example, as she turns towards
with a slightly ironic and
.rused look, is particularly telling
:lhin the context of the painting.
l:r'ane is also fascinated in the way
---.: normal proportions of a face and

---.: r'iewer

----: disposition of its features may be
:..anged when seen from a particular

.:ele. This is most evident in Laura
?..:rirtg, where the head is turned to
:-c side and foreshortened and the

profile ofthe forehead, nose, upper

lip and chin is accentuated against a
dark background. The way a figure
stands or sits, is also signihcant. In
The Master Bedroom the female figure

stands with her head turned away
from the viewer as she bends over
to attach an ear ring, and in Laura
Resting the young woman's arms are
closely folded against her body, her
thighs crossed and lower legs drawn

in. In this painting, and another also
entitled Laura Resting, the posture
and handling of the figure recall
something of the powerful depiction
of female subjects by Paula Rego.
In paintings with two or more
figures the viewer is made aware
of a psychological relationship
existing between them. $7e are
reminded of the work of artists
such as Degas, Paula Rego and the
American urban realist painter, Eric
Fischl, painters who have been or
still remain important influences
in Devane's work. In The Master
Bedroon the interest lies in the
relationship between a young boy
and his mother. The boy, who is
lounging on his parents' bed and
wearing only his black bathing trunks,
watches his mother getting dressed
up, ready to go out. She is attaching
an ear-ring and is unaware of his
gaze. Her vanity box lies open on
the bed. InThe Uncertain Thne, the
relationship between the two people
seated at separate tables remains
deliberately ambiguous. Are they
friends, strangers or ex-lovers? Has
the artist, the viewer, gatecrashed a
couple who would rather be left on
rheir own? The questioning, overthe-shoulder look, of the man and
the half-mocking amused expression
on the face of the woman suggest
a relationship that may be more
interesting than it appears at first

sight.The domestic and social aspect
of Devane's work is given a twist in
the painting entided, "...and when did
you last see your father? " (see above). A
boy in profile, wearing sunglasses and
standing very upright, looks across at
two young women) one seated on the
lap of the other; both look towards
the viewer with pensive expressions.
Their closeness and the isolation
ofthe boy suggest the absence of
some emotional need in their lives.
This painting is also concemed with
another theme in Devane's work, that
of the observer and the observed. In
this instance the boy is observing the
two women and the two women seem
to be looking outward towards the
viewer.

In most of Devane's work we
are made aware of our presence

intrude on the
couple's private conversation in The
UncertainTinte and we are voyeurs
of the young boy and his mother in
The Master Bedroom.In the painting
of Laura asleep, Laura Restirtg, we
watch her widrout her being aware
of us. We can observe every detail
of her without embarrassment. This
painting is reminiscent of Balthus's
paintings of young girls and the ageold story of the elders who secretly
observe Susanna naked, bathing.
Or perhaps a late etching by Picasso
comes to mind, where the minotaur
lifts up the corner of a bed sheet to
gaze at the beautiful form of a naked
female asleep.
as obseryers. We
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Andrew Stibbs discusses
the work of Jack Dohety
and Jessica Gooper

One could wonder if her
canvases are bigger than needed

for subjects as minimal and simple
as an outlined monochrome bowl,
or if the lavish white spaces left
round or alongside subjects are
essential to the composition, or if the
'unlocked memories' of her titles are
irresponsible distractions from her
accomplished designs. But in the
catalogue of Jessica Cooper's 2006
exhibition at the Stour, Chloe \Wild
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sat in the parked car for a few
minutes and stared at the wall
alongside. Its stones were infinitely
varied in ttreir tones and textures
and their particular grays and bluegrays. Some were rough or gritty and
some smooth, even shiny. Glassy
particles glittered in some, and some

had patterns of lichen on them. At
the other side of the road was a brick

wall: oranges, russets and rusts,

with gold, black and almost-purple
stains. The sandy olive-gray mortar
which met the bricks' rough edges
made every variation on the standard
oblongs of the bricks' faces.
That's what art does for you.
I had just come out of the Stour
Gallery newly alerted and sensitised
by what I'd seen there. Jack Dohert-v's
ceramic vessels are recognisable as
sturdy household objects but they
are also elegant, delicate, distinctive
in shape and texture, and sometimes
almost translucent. No square inch
of surface, front or back, inside or
outside, is the same, but nothing
looks chaotic or even random: all is
alive but harmonious.
He makes exquisite pieces on
one of which, JD145, for example,
brown lichenish marks intrude onto
turquoise mottle, and there is a
suggestion of snail-trail shimmer in
the glaze. Copper stain in layers of
ceramic on the insides of his pots
unevenly seep through as they are
fired, producing inhnitely varied
blue and green shapes and marks,

ofreddish-brown
round the top. rVhen they reach the
outside these have transmuted into
hner, almost luminous, colour and
a variegated band

lichenish pattern.

If potter Doherty is like a painter
creating coloured and textured
surfaces - his co-exhibitioner, Jessica
Cooper, is like a draughtswoman
drawing acrylic outlines of her
minimal subject-matter directll' onlc)
her white canvases in dark, even lines.
However she is also an accomplished
and subtle colourist and texturist
as she proves, if all too rarely and
sparingly, when she chooses to
'colour in' one or more of the blooms
in a flower piece, or with a 'throughpainted'picture such as Weneaer
You Need Me a lovely dull purple
bowl against an uneven slate-coloured
background. Her work needs closeup inspection lor full appreciation
of the richness of her colours among
the dominant dark outlines. As well
as flowers and still-lifes, there are
simplified little houses outlined on
vyhite space, sometimes filled in with

claimed that the "paring down" gave
a "renewed status" to familiar objects,
and you do come to admire the
subtleties in her simplicities. Apart
from a hilariously anthropomorphised
chair titled Seated. Head O.f The Thble,
what look like new directions for
Jessica Cooper come in paintings
with a heavily painted horizon-type
line and paintings of the effects of
weather: for example and combining
both these new concerns Noztenrber
Raged has a freely painted grey and
fawn top two-thirds, in u'hich gesture
and brushstroke are exceptionally
visible, separated by a heavy
black line from a narrower, paler,
monochrome bottom strip. Overall
impasto is a feature of three other
pictures which seem to exemplifu
another new departure. They are
all large square and almost all white
canvases with just discernibl)' a
pale grey chevron (bird?), a simple
silhouette (umbellifore?), and two
trees, respectively.

Her prolific output enables her
to put together coherent biennials
which, with their hints of new
directions, do not merely repeat the
themes of earlier ones.

grey and with coloured rooves. Small
windows or none and high viewpoints
make them look like toy blocks.

or oranges, russets and rusts' and
golds (see the illustration ofJD153,
right). Sodium bicarb sprayed into
the kiln interacts u,ith minerals in
the clays and affects the glaze. Look
inside the bigger ones, such as the

illustrated ribbed bowl D.l53. and
you can see two distinct spirals on the
bottom, a coarse mottle overall, and

.lach l)oltcrr1,, D1-;3 (2010) ceratnic t'esscls'20
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Cpen Ended: Ann Power and five other arlists
at Gallery One, Rugby Art Gallery & Museum
cy Dave Phillips

he exhibition was opened by
David Barb-v, the rvell known finc
:' connoisseur and TV personalitl'.
::ich in itself is an indication of the
-

-:lit1' of the work. It is not likell'he
,uld be prepared to give his blessing
-rn1'thing which 'uYas not of the best.
.-,-1e

c-d,

it was a delightful show where

..: could discern that the artists
-,:nlselves rvere pleased '"vith their
' :r s'ork. It presented considerable
,.icty' u'ith no overlapping of sqde
: lntent. There rvas a useful and
..uable exhibition catalogue rvhich
:.."e the background to the artists

..: their intentions. I could discern

no hint of sadio-maschoism or the
darker side o1 the human ps-vche,
u'hich is seen in the Francis Bacon's
exhibition at Compton Verney. E,ach
artist rvas her own master and the
legacl'of Picasso prevailed. Had
he not liberated Ceramics from
utilarianism as well as the yoke o1'
Zen, professed b.r' Sgllsrd Leach
and his follou'ers, u'hich had largcl-v
been imposed on English ceramicists?
A great artist had taken ceramics
seri()uslv and seen the artistic
possibilities turning it into a serious
pursuit. The rest is history and the
fact that a potter in the form of

F
h

Grayson Pcrrl'won the Turner Prize

in 1998, says it all.
So 'Open Ended' consisted of fir'e

\\'omen ceramic artists and a painter/
installation artist, Ann Power. She
has alu'ays been fascinated bv the

llature ofprocess, and has created
some memorable imagery. $fll-rat is
fascinating is that rvorking in a series
as did Monet, Munch and Bacon and
other artists, she wishes to convey
a nlessage that is subtle rather than
obvious. Built into her stance is an
underll,ing truth that the mediun-r is
the message. Yet in the Salamanca
series the notion of using the analog-v
ol'blocks or areas of paint in the

foreground, as if to keep something
in or hidden, or paradoxicalh' 16 pgst
intrusive eyes or presences out, hints
at a narrative. Yet she will not state
it except in the most subtle visual
terms. In her sketch books the use
of line coupled with u'ashes allo'n's
one to read the images in a variety of
wavs. Is one looking at an aeriel view
of a landscape or a stratum of rock
or a pattem of fields or a cave or a
cavernous mouth? The possibilities of
interpretation are endless and always
Ann rvishes to keep her options open.
It is not fear of conrmitment t() an
idea or a narrative scene but the love
ofthe adventure ofthe unknorvn. So
in her large u'ork rvhich came from
making an image while blindfolded
she let thc leel of the materials
determine the movement on the
surface thus the sensitivity of the
touch led to the ultimate realisation.

The openness to suggestion, surlace
and material combined with colour
determined the fresh imagery which
emerged. This u'as on elephant
cartridge, the largest as distinct from
imperial, and these are names o1 sizes

which alas have been superseded b-v
numbers such as A3 or A2. Pou,er's
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exploration of the elements of the

pictorial vocabulary are always pure
and effective. Her range is impressive
and her results vivid.
The work of her companions
in this exhibition reveal articulate,
professional artists, most with
significant commissions under their
belt, at the height of their powers)
well organised with studios and kilns,
and very together. The work of Judy
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Haslam-Jones is quite distinctive and
as an artist very impressive. First,
there is the sheer mastery of her
material and her in-depth knowledge
about technique. Second, what was
refreshing was the fact that each piece
seemed different, even though one
recognised, as she acknowledges,
the influence of Hindu and Islamic

art and architecture generally. She
has assimilated her sources so that
her work is very individualistic and
beautiful. Her teapots, for example,
are quite fascinating as they seem
to dance in front of one's eyes. The

freedom of interpretation of the forms
ofthe artefacts and the glazes too,
make her objects quite delicious.
Behind the sophisticated designs lay a
sense of humour and mischief which
was most appealing. Drawing she says
is the basis of all her art activity and
with that emphasis she allows herself
to keep her options open and never
get stale.

Lesley-Ann French has moved

into ceramic sculpture and her
multiple forms are truly astonishing,
so the endlessly curvaceous pieces
seem at times like flowers or exotic

tribal totem poles, which endlessly
spin their way upwards. She dazzles
you with wall-hangings and always
you are conscious of a dry, biscuit
like, multi-coloured creation. It is
not surprising that walks along the
coasts inspire her as the tortured
forms coming from the sea are
varied and the light which plays a
large pan in her creativity is for ever
shifting. These works are full of
surprises with colour, texture, light
and ever developing forms springing
from gifted hands, as if she were a
magician.
Chris Browne has moved her
art as she says into 'visual poetry'.
Her imagery is drawn on slate,
for example, and she utilises life
experiences. It is a multi-dimensional,
extravaganza narrative brimming with
life. There is surprise where various

time zones interact visually so one
is searching for connections. What
is lovely about the work is the zest
and the juxtapositioning of the not
immediately obvious. Flere is an

inquisitive mind which wishes to use
the whole of the world as material
and why not? Gilbert and George
have used glass to comment and
make statements and so does Chris
with equal effectiveness on her own
terms and in her own way.
Some of Bridget Aldridge's
work is like seeing an object or
a plant that has never been seen
before. Are they 'things'which grow
on the moon or under the oceans?
So her love of experimentation
leads to some unexpected results.
She uses 'slip resist', 'reduction
firing', 'saggers' and seeks unusual
effects such as 'high temperature
reds'. Clearly she is in love with the
techniques and art involved. Her
understanding of the human form
was clearly demonstrated in her
torso, and her bowls, some with
irregular rims are most appealing.
Last but not least one comes
to Carol Wheeler who has moved
in the direction of designer as well
as artist. The range of sources and
the knowledge brought to bear on
her work are self evident. Her work
stand not so much as ceramic pieces
but artefacts made with a variety of
finishes and clever design concepts

which establish *rem as expressive
art forms. The ambition to make
one off pieces is self-evident and
the free flowing forms are most
unusual. Her move into digital
collage is clearly opening up a new
world of possibility and one looks
forward to seeing her work again
in a year or so. In fact that could
be said of all these artists. The very
title of this exhibition 'Open-Ended'
is indicative of a bunch of wildly
ambitious, sophisticated artists,
forever seeking to further their art
into terrain yet to be discovered.

Book review by
Dave Phillips
Francis BaconrAnatomy
of an Enigma by Michael
Peppiatt, Constable (2008)

f,r2.ee
his biography is a revised version
of one published in 1996 with a
great deal of new material. It relates

the life of the myth of the 'outsider'
artist. Bacon crammed so much
into his life, with such intensity,
such variery, such deviancy, such
extremism, so many highs and lows,
meeting so many different people
from all walks of life, that reading
this book, with its critical analysis of
the progress of his work as well, is for
those interested in him a meaningful
introduction. Michael Peppiatt, the
author) had the benefit of knowing
Francis Bacon well, meeting him
in 1963, "to become a kind of
Boswell to his Johnson", during the
next thirty years. As such it has the
flavour of authenticity, written in a
critical manner, far from sycophantic,
darting into the dark tunnels and
crevices of his life. This book with

David Sylvester's'Interviews' and
the current exhibition, with five
paintings never seen in the UI( before,
organised by Mark Harrison (whose
catalogue raisonne should appear
in three years or so), and Antonia
Harrison (no relation), at Compton
Verney will give you huge insights
into Bacon, the artist and the man,

particularly his use and indebtedness
to photography and film. He was
enormously ambitious, totally driven,
and talented and he could also, in
spite of the doubts, draw fluently
Bacon died on the 28th April 1992
at the age of 82, from a heart attack,
in room 417 in Clinica Rubert, a
Catholic institution. He had gone
to Madrid, seriously ill, against his
doctor's advice. He died six days later.
His death seems typical of his life, full
of contradictions and perversities and
Peppiatt teases his way through them
unflinchingly but with understanding
and humanity. To die among nuns

ind to be looked after in his last
:roments by Sister Mercedes was for
j man who vehemently believed in
\othing', the ultimate nightmare.
She remarked how uncomplaining

It does raise the issue
-.'hether at the last moment he

.re had been!

Converted', which is most unlikely.
This is one question among many,
-nresolved as yet, which has led the
:urhor to subtitle the book 'Anatomy
t'an Enigma'. In this instance,
-:-rtrugh one must realise that virtually
-.1 the best Spanish clinics were mn
:.,' the Church, therefore it's not
:.uite so surprising, as it might seem
--. the hrst instance. There are other
-^:ppery, lesser significant, unsolved
j'restions. He claimed he couldn't
::ive and friends would oblige him
irh lifts here and there but a driving
..ence dated 1940 has recently been
:''und in his name! He was indeed
.: enigma and at his death not much
es really known about his life. But
: know much more now, thanks to

?:ppiatt.

A photograph was taken ofthe
::ad body, which was put in a coffin
,irh "a lid bearing a metal sculpture
: Christ on the Cross", before being
-:3mated on 30th April 2002 at the
:st cemetery of La Almudena. His
.-hes were flown back to London
,:rd scattered according to his will:
I desire to be cremated without any
-;n'ice whatsoever and without the
.:.sence of any person and I wish it
, be known that I do not wish there
. , be any memorial service". To
:-anv this seems a sad declaration,
..pecially from one who loved
- rmpany. True he shunned honours
,rd officialdom, never becoming an
..tablishment figure. The analysis
.:: the book is supported by an
J:itensive selected bibliography and
:.irtes, which gives confidence to the
::ader, that the author speaks from
-,.nsiderable knowledge and shared
:\pefl€flC€S.

What then of his life

as

:t'rrtrayed? This is of a man 'deeply
-'rperstitious, and fascinated by

:.rranormal phenomena'. Peppiatt
:ivides the book into three parts, with
::r'e chapters for each, other than the
:st which has six. It is structured
n a chronological basis: childhood,
' outh, and early manhood, from 1909
- 1944 in Part L Born in Dublin in
^L)09 Bacon was to return once only
:-.eetingly to Ireland. His last studio at

Reece Mews though, containing 7000
artefacts was accepted by the Hugh
Lane, City Gallery, (which is jointly

responsible for the Compton Verney
exhibition), having been rejected by
London, as a gift from John Edwards,
the main beneficiary of his Will.
Bacon was no overnight success,
gaining public recognition at the age
of 35. He left Ireland at 16, returning
to London at t}re age of 19, having
lived in Berlin and Paris. In the latter
he had encountered Picasso's work
of the twenties, full of distortions
and disembodiments, paralleled
by Henry Moore's early work as
seen in the current Tate exhibition.
His knowledge of art history was
extensive, "You see I have looked at
everything in art", much of it coming
from photographic sources and he
used it purposefully. The 1930s were
divided between his early attempts
to be a designer and a painter. In
Part II of the book, the struggle to
develop his creative forces to the full
for the next twenty years is examined,
resulting in his first retrospective at
the Tate in 1963. Part III is devoted
to the full realisation of his creativity,
with all the attendant recognition,
and passionate struggle to create
imagery visceral in nature, over the
next thirty years, until his death in
1992. You get a rounded and in
depth account. Peppiatt writes well
and his perceptive comments about
the works themselves are entu'ined
in an analysis of his personality and
character.

Bacon's homo-sexuality is given
full attention as it was central to his
psyche. It underlined his life which
was equally fuelled by alcohol. His
mother) an heiress, married his father,
an ex-military man, against herce

family opposition, at 19. He was
33. His father dominated the whole
family of five children in a dictatorial
way and made tieir life a misery.
Bacon was ejected from the family
home at the age of 16, for being
found dressed up in his mother's
underwear. The rejection, according
to Peppiatt, haunted him for much
of his early life. His father was
disappointed that his oldest son was

insufficiently manly, suffering as he
did all his life from chronic asthma.
Yet, significantly he was sole executor
to his father's will when he died in
1940. Bacon was not keen to become
either a military man or train horses.

He did though possess a remarkable
physique and it was he who outlived
most of his siblings, with his brothers
dying young.
After the humiliation of
ejection Bacon went to Berlin, and
was exposed to the worst excesses
of the homosexual world. Always
though, he had a source of income
from his mother, so that however
hard things would become he would
never be destitute. He was able to
talk philosophically about the need
to drift, in order to gain experience,
but this against the background of
having enough money to survive! He
did though initially have to get odd
jobs to live. His father had liked big
country houses whether in Ireland
or England and this was the context
of his early life. In later life he was
able to shuttle between high societies
(his parents lineage on both sides
historically revealing true English
pedigree), and low, with consummate
ease, developing into a gourmet, a
connoisseur of wines and a frequenter
of the best restaurantsr as well as
frequenting the best casinos, as in
Monte Carlo.
Bacon would hold forth in the
Colony club in Soho, in his rather
classy voice in the latter part of his
life, and stayed put too in his studio
in Rees Mews for the last thirty years.
Before then he had moved restlessly
not onlv from one studio to another
but one country to another. He had
several lovers many of them who
treated him appallingly. He was an
inveterate gambler well known in the
casinos, a sadomasochist, a serious

drinker, but a charismatic personality
and a driven anist. Peppiatt manages
to bring this biographical material
together stylishly and in addition gives
us insights into Bacon's work. He
produced about 600 odd paintings,
destroyed about 100, and one must
not forget the partially destroyed,
which also form part of his oeuvre.
There is so much in this book, which
is truly fascinating, that it is well
worth getting from the library, or
alternatively, if you can afford it, buy
it, or get a friend to.
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running project... maybe a
lifetime project, who knows? It is
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pretry straight autobiography, aiming
to be as concise and true as possible.
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it with a sense of humour - hence the
comics. I like to read autobiographies,
the less glamorous the better - hence
BRUISES.
Serious and humorous? Some
inspirations are Harvey Pekar,
Charles Bukowski, Mike Duff
('Low Life'), Viz and the inevitable
background of Disney and The Bearn,
etc.

BRUISES does focus on injury
and misery in general, but it's not
miserable. I try to show how often
we overcome small injuries, which
we then usually forget all about. My
method for this comic is to dredge up
these memories and collect them for a
hefty final (posthumous) book.
Part of what I want to do is to
commemorate other people and their
kindnesses etc., but essentially it's
self-analysis, I suppose. I have noticed
that to get an event down it has to
be simplified, often brutally. But
however much the text hxes an aspect
of life on the page, the drawings allow
for ambiguity; it's like a double-act,
and wonderful to work with.
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COLLEGE

We offer a wide variety of full and part time courses in the
creative arts.
Paft time and leisure course areas include:
Upholstery & Soft Furnishings
lnteriors
DIY Paint techniques
Woodvvorking
Painting & Drawing
Music,,,
Multimddla
Fhotogra$ry & Video
For more information on our ryovision please call: 019?0 318233
fr + mail : enq uiries@truarkscol, ac. uk or visit www.waftscol. ac, u k
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:^rs@gallery150.co.uk

Official Photographer
Ray Spence
rayspence@gmx,com

. :e-Chair Finance and Treasurer

Bookkeeper

David Phillips

Mike Green

Gerry Smith

:

chill ips@bigfoot.com
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retary

Kadi Kalvo

mikegreen 1 @hotmail.co.uk

jo.dalton@live,co.uk

Clive Richards

Galleryl50 Manager
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Dominica Vaughan

TW Printing
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Warwickshire Gollege
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Distribution Manager
vacancy

Accountants

Studio Manager

Cartori Ltd

. :e-Chair Operations

Dave Lewis
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davidlewis4S@hotmail.com

: -blicity Officer

Summer Show Organiser
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Gordon Fyfe
gordon.fyfe@gmail.com
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Summer Show Curator
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David Phillips
Steve Phillips
Phyllis Davies
Hazel Shaw
Kieth Anker
Yvonne Boyle
Sheila Millward
David Troughton
Neil Moore
Jane Moore
Dominica Vaughan
Gillian lrving
Peter Woof
David Jones
Rosy Burman
Margaret Godwin
Linda Henry
John Myers
Colin Dick
Peter Scales
Mark Tilley
David Lewis
Catherine Bates
Liz Wright
Chris Couch
Tim Richards
Josephine Howard
Tony Prior
Julia Prior
Pat Carpenter
James Plaskitt MP
Richard Yeomans
Nick Bond
Pat Noble
Ray Spence
Sue Wilkins
Ruth Bennion
Philip Goddard
Mo Finnessey
Jan Hunt
Jane Plumb
Suzanne Perry
David Broadhead
Wendy Freeman
Simon English
Sue Jack
Val Mitchell
Shona Beard
Christine O'Sullivan
Helen Bone
Steff Hutchinson
James Butler RA
Roger du Pille
Judith Hickling
Nancy Upshall
Dianne Greenway
Neil Phillips
Marigold Macgregor
Anne Cole
David Ellis
David Broadfield
Paul Lockwood
Mo Enright
Rodney Philcox
Lynsey Cleaver
Barbara Shackley
C.J Duppa-Miller
Wendy Bicknell
lris Bertz
Julia Hayes
Laura Merlin
Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
Thomas Taylor

lan Dove

Juliet Gladston
Mary Buckingham
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle
Elizabeth Marsh
Susan Coomer
Jean Parker
John Gilks
Heather Gilks
Carole Cruikshank
Angela Stride
Rosemary Keep
Alfreda McHale
Alan Dyer
Alison Lambert
Sally Carpenter
Susan Burman
Linda Reutt
Jean Mauger
Nick Smale
Moira Lamont
Ann Brain
Ann Fonester
Michelle Bowen
Judith Philcox
Rodney Barnes
Brenda Ratcliffe
Pixie Warburton
David lvory
Jan Rawnsley
Peter Roland
Bryan Sapwell
Roger Sargent
Margarita Rubra
Tim Griffiths
Jane Williams
Carol Wheeler
Rhoda Bertz
Norman Jones
Maxwell White
Sonya Stuart
Julanne Barry
Sheridan Horn
Chris Jones
Rachel Liddell
Angus Liddell
Yvonne Morris
Louise Adams
Mary Partridge
Paul Chisholm
Cllr Roger Copping
Jane Ball
Emma Falke

Jenny Burns
Rod Perkins
Barbara Perkins
Jessica Morgan
Michael Cull-Dodd
Helena Godwin
Avril Moore
Jenny Edge
Lindsey Attwood
Bob Waugh
Joanne De La Salle
Nicky Cure
Jan Gay
Catherine Fielding
E. Barbara Winter
Elaine Edmunds
Carey Moon
Sue Lewis-Blake
Sonia Bublaitis
Olga Rudenko
Anthea Callen

Fran Booth
Emily Hero
Clari Searle

Bichard Houguez
Peter Lovelock
Emma Price
Sarah Jane Wilson
lris Timbs
Jane Bracey
Richard Storey
Peter Lewis
Valerie Just
Stuart Clarke
Elaine Clarke
Anthony Bannister
Michael Bennett
Andrew Stibbs
Angela Webb
Louise Bagley
Ada Gaden
Stefan Kaliczak
Sheila Hosken
Jo Sutton
Nicholas Bond
Cheryl Portlock:
Elizabeth Barber
Sara Bunney
Katerina Auloniti
Christopher
Buckingham
Kathy Williams
David Morphew
Andrew Gibbs
Jan Bunyan
Chris Partridge
Rosemary Davies
Suminder Sahota
Val Tallis

Jacqui Bricknell
France Brodeur
lianna Scandlan
Gordon Fyfe
Jean-Piene Kunzler
Lizzie Cariss
Nicola Richards
Mair Evans
John Maxwell Steele
Trish Morris
George Taylor

Ann Gillman
Linda Ridpath
David Dewis
Rachel Doughty
Julia Lanen
Lucy Jeynes
Marjorie Hurst
Georgie Canoll
Ann Loscombe
Caroline Pratt
Margaret Moore
Gerald Smith
Sue Blenkinsop
Diana Davies
Kim Ford

Ceridwen Williams
Aileen Bennett
Kate Varney

Brenda Boardman
Maureen Toomey

Noreen Mason
Rosemary Hague
Stephen Whitehead
Jonathan Morley
Suki Dhaliwal
Jean Pritchard

Corinna Spencer
Ruppee Mundy
Debbie Quargnolo
Beatrice Hoffman
Ann Power
lan Purvis
Katherine Barker
Sue Bassett
Arthur Hilyer
Simon Shaffer
Jade Sinclair
Jan Gillet
Archie Pitts
Nigel Fletcher
Maureen Grimwade
James Henly
Jeremy Foster
John Devane
Eileen de Mortimer
Griffin
Matt Jones
Julie de Bastion
Pippa Donovan
Clive Sheridan
Gordon Connell
Jonathan Treadwell
Trudie Howe
Roger Howe
Paul Osborne
Ann MorrisonElaine
Treharne

Annabel Rainbow
Sharon Fermor
Elaine Wallace
Ruth Daly
Kathy Webster
Terry Webster
Tim Beer
Raphaella Philcox
Sharon Luke
John Keenan
Rosemary Hague
Jo Dalton
Thomas de Freston
Paul Tyler

John Yeadon
Michael Scheuermann
Arturo Salazar
Jason E Legon
Giuseppe Pittarello
Claire King
Tessa McKenzie
Denise Russell
Jennifer Jones
Bridget Mattingly
lan Mattingly
Sue Machado
Ann Lewis
Phil Owen

Vicki Walkden
Vivienne Robinson
Annabel Blundell
LouiseClaire Bradley
Annie Carpenter
Christie Clarke
Alison Chakir
Oliver Thomas
Phyllis Cox
Fiona Hodgetts
Sarah Moore
Sheila Graham

Zoe Petrie
John Davies
Margaret Pope
Sarah Maurice-Smith

Bussell Gain
Ellie Rose

Louisa Hart
Alison Johnson
Richard Falk
Anni Robinson
Jane Williams
Robert Lavers
Jennifer Whelan
Maria Emilov
Victoria Fletcher
Libby January
Toni Storey
Andrew Christopher
Hansje te Velde
Kathryn Pettitt
Heather Bailey
Sarah Hobson
Stephanie Earl
Stuart Ellis
Jane Naylor
Sonia Kwasnik
Rach Flowers
Christine A Baylis
Frieda Palmer
Wendy Bicknell
Soonoo Choksy
Jim McGuigan
Linda Babb
Verity Thompson
Diana Adams
Sharron O'Keefee
Daphne Aaron
Tim Essex
Pat Evans
Natalia Rowley
David Treadwell
lan Taylor
Denise Quinn

Nigel Burroughs
Peter Flaherty
Derek Skinner
Angela Phillips
Paul Williams
Emma Lewis
Christine Markham
Hannah Pettitt
Angela Triggs
Szevone Chin
Julia Yanow
Paula Hamilton
Stan Jaskolkowski
Tammy Woodrow
Jane Page
Jean Wannop
Phil lvens
Judy Haslam-Jones
Brenda Mitchell
Fiona Metcalfe
Len Mackin
Sebastian Heid
Lorna Syson
Jo Crozier
Margot Bell
Doris Lacey
Przemyslaw
Choinowski
Peter Wiseman
Brenda Cunigan
John Pannell
Mary Binnersley
Maureen Taylor
Esther Kinnesley
Yvonne Spilman
Catherine Jones

David Godfrey
Bill Davies
Margaret Simmons
Eleanor Allitt

Jacqui Smithson
Gordon Hargreaves
Cynthia Barnes
John Davies
Jamie Byrne
Andrew Flint
Karen Hands
Satty Verb Art
Mike Green
Wendy CampbellBriggs
Hayley Ash
Gyetvai Michala
Alison Johnson
Roy Meats
Adam Holton
Robert Aley
Janice Everton
Lubomir Korenko
Cheryl Perkins
Connor Phipps
Kadi Kaivo
Lee Brown
Sal Higgens
Nina Black
Simon Schaffer
Joy Hayward
Sonia Bond
Maureen Grimwade
Emma Gluyas
Rachel White

Shnila

Millward,

Poppies, (1980) oil on canoas.

See article on page

7Ju next issue of Artspace will feature thc worh of Thc Wu School.
shows lVen Zhengnting, detail ofThe Studio ofTiue Connoisseurship
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We are big fans of...Terry Webster
Terry Webster is a fantastic bear of a man who looks more like an ex-pro wrestler than an artist.

But his hands can create magic; breathing life into the putty he uses to make his animals.

So far, supporting local arts has been easy and rewarding.

And some, may even say transforming.
For more information on our company go to www.aspectfc.com or call us on 01926 452440

Aqteg't Finahgial Consultante is a trading style of Aspect Consultants Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Sewices Aulhority.
Aspec{ Consultants Ltd ls regiotered in England and Wales at Empire House, 1b Dormer Place, Leamington Spa, Warks CV32 sAE under company regislration number 5748725.

